Reframing Redress:
A “Social Healing Through Justice” Approach to United States-Native Hawaiian and Japan-Ainu Reconciliation Initiatives
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One billion dollars and an apology: reparations by the United States government for 60,000 surviving Americans of Japanese ancestry imprisoned during World War II without charges, trial, or evidence of necessity. Redress for lost homes, families, and freedom, for serious harm inflicted by a government on its own people on account of their race.¹

I. INTRODUCTION

The year 2008 marks the twentieth anniversary of Japanese American internment redress under the Civil Liberties Act of 1988.² Its impact has been far-reaching.³

On an individual level, redress was cathartic for many Japanese Americans—a measure of dignity restored. Long stigmatized with the taint of racial disloyalty, former Japanese American internees could finally talk about their trauma. One woman in her sixties recounted that she “always felt the internment was wrong, but that after being told by the military, the President, and the Supreme Court that it was a necessity,” she seriously doubted herself. But now “[r]edress and reparations, and the recent successful court challenges, have freed [my] soul.”⁴
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On a societal level, Japanese American redress provided insights into the breakdown of democratic checks and balances during national distress. It revealed the extraordinary social cost of near-total judicial deference to executive curtailment of American civil liberties under the false mantle of national security. As a central aspect of Asian American legal theory, it also opened the eyes of governments and victims of injustice to the social value of government redress. Many present-day reparations or reconciliation movements in established democracies, including the United States, cite symbolic payment to Japanese Americans as a catalyst or guide.


8. See Eric K. Yamamoto, Race Apologies, 1 J. GENDER, RACE & JUST. 47 (1997) (identifying Japanese American redress as a catalyst for recent reparations claims in the United States and in other established democracies) [hereinafter Yamamoto, Race Apologies]; see also infra note 75 (describing linkage of internment redress to other recent redress movements). There were important earlier redress...
Indeed, redressing the deep wounds of injustice to foster healthy group relations has become an issue central to the future of civil society, both for long-standing democracies committed to human rights and for countries transitioning from repressive regimes to democratic governance. Whether a country heals persisting wounds is increasingly viewed as integral (1) domestically, to enable its communities to deal with pain, guilt, and division linked to its past in order to live peaceably and work productively in the future, and (2) globally, to claim legitimacy in the eyes of the world as a democracy truly committed to civil and human rights (which affects a country’s standing to participate in matters of international security and responsible economic development). Individuals, communities, and governments all have a stake in social healing.

Yet confusion permeates widely varying efforts to “heal” social wounds. “Reparations,” initially connoting healing but now denoting money payments, may have become too controversially loaded in the United States to do the needed heavy reparatory work. And the broad movements that had become largely inactive until revived in the early 1990s. See ALFRED BROPHY, REPARATIONS PRO & CON (2005) [hereinafter, BROPHY, REPARATIONS PRO & CON]; CHARLES HENRY, LONG OVERDUE: THE POLITICS OF RACIAL REPARATIONS 98 (2007) (the Civil Liberties Act of 1988 served as a “catalyst for renewed interest in African American reparations”). For instance, African Americans had long sought reparations for slavery and segregation, starting during the post-Civil War Reconstruction (forty acres and a mule) and continuing with litigation in the early 1900s through James Forman’s famous “reparations manifesto” in 1970. Id. That dormant reparations movement gained new life in 1989 with Congressman John Conyers’ introduction of a Slavery Study Commission bill patterned after the Japanese American Internment Study Commission. See id., app. 3, at 191. Soon after World War II, Germany made substantial reparations to Jewish survivors of the Holocaust. See generally Morris Ratner & Caryn Becker, The Legacy of Holocaust Class Action Suits: Have They Broken Ground for Other Cases of Historical Wrongs?, in HOLOCAUST RESTITUTION: PERSPECTIVES ON THE LITIGATION AND ITS LEGACY 345, 346 (Michael J. Bazyler & Roger P. Alford eds., 2006). In the 1990s, new Holocaust-related reparations claims emerged for stolen art, bank accounts, and lost wages. See id.


10. See generally THE HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS (Pablo de Greif ed., 2007) (describing eleven successful reparations initiatives, including Japanese American redress, and exploring the significance of reparations for human rights violations for both established democracies and countries transitioning to democracy). For countries transitioning from repressive regimes to democracies, reparations can be integral to nation-building. Reparations that address past horrific political violence aim to repair psychological and economic damage in order to establish the legitimacy of the new regime as a democracy embracing human rights. Id.


13. See infra Sections III.B and III.C.

14. See infra Section III.
idea of “reconciliation,” reflected in political initiatives, is amorphous and often leaves policymakers and advocates working in the dark, without guidance or accountability. Indeed, the discourse on Japanese American redress now tends to focus on money payment to individuals, without close attention to the psychological import of apologies, storytelling, and symbolic gestures, or to the societal impact of public education campaigns about government accountability and reparatory action.

This Article refines a developing Social Healing Through Justice framework for both guiding and critiquing ongoing redress efforts in established democracies committed to civil and human rights. It does this at a conceptual level by coalescing multidisciplinary insights into social healing. It also draws upon American and global redress initiatives and integrates into the framework evolving human rights principles to deepen the dimensions of reparatory justice for systemic harms—the psychological, economic, cultural, and institutional. At a strategic level, it explores how Social Healing Through Justice at times shapes a country’s redress efforts in light of concerns about its democratic legitimacy.

In Section IV, the Article employs the “4 R’s” of Social Healing Through Justice—recognition, responsibility, reconstruction, and reparation—to assess the United States’ stalled sixteen-year commitment to reconcile with Native Hawaiians. Similar to the United States’ recent responses to Native American justice claims, that assessment shows initial
governmental embrace of recognition and responsibility. However, particularly with the former Bush administration, the assessment also shows starkly inadequate reconstruction and reparation—incomplete, if not failed efforts, to heal.\textsuperscript{22}

In Section V, the Article then illuminates some of the consequences of a country’s incomplete or failed healing efforts—the continuing pain, dislocation, and social divisions. It also offers insight into how international scrutiny of a government’s human rights record can reinvigorate domestic redress initiatives. It does this by employing the framework to critique Japan’s recently rejuvenated efforts to redress the long-standing harms to the indigenous Ainu in the face of sharp international criticism about Japan’s unredressed historic injustices.\textsuperscript{23}

The Social Healing Through Justice analysis of the United States-Native Hawaiian (domestic) and Japan-Ainu (international) initiatives sheds light on redress efforts in four ways. First, it highlights the inadequacy of governmental efforts to repair long-term systemic damage when those efforts focus mainly on “compensation,” without attention to the psychological, cultural, and institutional aspects of reparatory justice.\textsuperscript{24} Second, it reveals the salutary potential of social healing efforts as well as the emptiness of insincere apologies and unfulfilled promises of repair.\textsuperscript{25} Third, it offers strategic insight into how a country’s geopolitical concerns about perceived legitimacy as a democracy committed to civil and human rights influence the country’s future reparatory actions.\textsuperscript{26} And finally, it underscores the need for the continuing development of a workable framework for guiding and assessing redress initiatives.

The stakes are high. The time is ripe to grapple with reparatory justice and reframe redress.

\textsuperscript{22} The Social Healing Through Justice framework entails inquiry into recognition, responsibility, reconstruction, and reparation. See infra Section III.C.

\textsuperscript{23} See infra Section V. Until the mid-1990s, the Japanese government attempted to ignore the ways that its colonization of Hokkaido harmed the indigenous Ainu there. “Japanese government officials brushed the Ainu people into history’s dustbin.” Mark Levin, Essential Commodities and Racial Justice: Using Constitutional Protection of Japan’s Indigenous Ainu People to Inform Understandings of the United States and Japan, 33 NYU J. INT’L LAW AND POL. 419, 439-441 (2001) [hereinafter Levin, Essential Commodities]. In addition, the early scholars and mass media that did focus on the Ainu situation mainly referred to the Ainu people as a dying race that was “doomed to extinction from the face of the Earth.” Id. at 438 n.70; RICHARD SIDDLE, RACE, RESISTANCE AND THE AINU OF JAPAN 77-85 (1996).

\textsuperscript{24} See infra Section VI (discussing Japan’s incomplete reparatory efforts).

\textsuperscript{25} See infra Sections IV and V.

\textsuperscript{26} See infra Section V.
II. JAPANESE AMERICAN REDRESS: 
A FOUNDATION FOR RECENT REPARATIONS AND RECONCILIATION INITIATIVES

As developed in later sections, reparations theory and practice now stand at a crossroads,\(^{27}\) and reconciliation’s bright promise of social healing has evolved into a mid-life crisis.\(^{28}\) Yet, demands for varying forms of redress persist. In order to chart a path forward by unraveling the complexities of reparatory initiatives, we begin with a brief foundational account of Japanese American redress. We do not detail the internment\(^{29}\)

\(^{27}\) See Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12, at 1.

\(^{28}\) See infra Section III.C.


or the legal challenges during World War II—many have already done so. Rather, we focus on the redress movement and the political and legal ways it contributed to contemporary understandings of reparatory justice.

**A. Grassroots Redress Movement**

In the late 1960s, with the African American Civil Rights movement...
as backdrop, Japanese Americans launched a campaign of public education and legislative lobbying in support of internment reparations. Ethnic studies programs and Asian American students’ Yellow Power activism shed new light on the internment and the West Coast history of anti-Asian agitation. In this setting the question arose: “How does a government repair serious harm it inflicts upon its own citizens, particularly when those citizens are members of a minority racial group targeted because of their race? In particular, what kinds of remedies [can be shaped] for the internment of 120,000 Japanese Americans during World War II?”

Although initially unpopular with the Japanese American community, the redress movement gradually gained support from the Japanese American Citizens League and second and third generation Japanese Americans. Hawai’i and California Asian American political leaders also played pivotal roles. Yet without a legal foundation, the reparations movement stalled in the late 1970s. Two events in the early 1980s rejuvenated the movement.

First, with grassroots community support, Japanese American members of Congress ushered through seemingly innocuous legislation creating an internment study commission whose thorough investigation uncovered new information and provided the solid factual foundation for redress. The Commission’s 1983 Report, Personal Justice Denied, recounted the first-time testimony of many internees about the trauma of race-based, indefinite, false imprisonment. It also found “a number of federal civilian and military agencies contradicting the report of General DeWitt (who issued the exclusion and internment orders) that military necessity justified exclusion and internment.” Observing that the military implemented internment orders largely after any danger of a West Coast attack had passed, the Congressional Report concluded the internment was a result of “wartime hysteria, failure of political leadership, and racial prejudice.”

---

32. Yamamoto, Social Meanings of Redress, supra note 1, at 225.
33. YAMAMOTO, CHON, IZUMI, KANG & WU, RIGHTS AND REPARATION, supra note 7, at 279.
34. Id. at 278.
35. Hawai’i Senators Daniel Inouye and Spark Matsunaga, Congresswomen Patsy Mink and Pat Saiki, and Governor George Ariyoshi provided the first strong Asian American political presence. YAMAMOTO, CHON, IZUMI, KANG & WU, RIGHTS AND REPARATION, supra note 7, at 278. California Representatives Robert Matsui and Norman Mineta also played pivotal congressional roles. Leslie Hatamiya, Institutions and Interest Groups: Understanding the Passage of the Japanese American Redress Bill, in WHEN SORRY ISN’T ENOUGH, 194-96 (Roy L. Brooks ed., 1999).
36. See id.
37. REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON WARTIME RELOCATION AND INTERNMENT OF CIVILIANS, supra note 29.
38. Id. at 18.
39. Id. The Report also rejected as unfounded the government’s contention that World War II Japanese diplomatic “Magic” cables showed Japan’s successful recruitment of Japanese Americans for the war effort. Id. at 475; see also Hirabayashi v. United States, 828 F.2d 591 (9th Cir. 1987) (rejecting Magic cables argument); cf. MICHELLE MALKIN, IN DEFENSE OF INTERNMENT: THE CASE FOR RACIAL
Second, also in 1983, Fred Korematsu reopened his World War II exclusion case, asking the San Francisco federal district court to vacate his forty-year old conviction.\textsuperscript{40} A core of a dozen volunteer lawyers, mostly young, third-generation Japanese Americans whose parents had been interned, formed the legal team.\textsuperscript{41} Fifty more lawyers, students, and supporters pitched in. Raising $50,000 through small contributions to defray litigation cost, the Korematsu \textit{coram nobis} legal team also labored in the arena of public opinion. The lawyers spoke in schools, churches, and community halls. They also spoke on radio and appeared on local and national television.\textsuperscript{42}

Korematsu’s aims, they explained, were extraordinary—to overturn what the Supreme Court had validated four decades earlier and to thereby assure that “this will never happen again to any American citizen of any race, creed or color.”\textsuperscript{43} The claims? Newly declassified government documents from World War II, discovered by researchers Peter Irons and Aiko Herzig-Yoshinaga, revealed three crucial facts:

\textsuperscript{40} Korematsu v. United States, 584 F. Supp. 1406 (N.D. Cal. 1984).
\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Yamamoto, Chon, Izumi, Kang & Wu, Rights and Reparation}, supra note 7, at 366.
\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Peter Irons, Justice Delayed: The Record of the Japanese American Internment Cases} 20 (1989). In his \textit{Korematsu} dissent, Justice Murphy charged that the majority’s decision “falls into the ugly abyss of racism.” \textit{Korematsu}, 323 U.S. at 233. According to Murphy, the majority blindly accepted as “fact” General DeWitt’s statements about Japanese American espionage and sabotage and about the lack of time to hold individual loyalty hearings. \textit{Id.} at 241; \textit{see} DeWitt, Final Report, Japanese Evacuation from the West Coast, 1942 [hereinafter Final Report], \textit{reprinted in Korematsu Petition for Writ of Error Coram Nobis}, filed with the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, January 19, 1983 (No. CR-2763W) [hereinafter Korematsu \textit{Coram Nobis} Petition].

Murphy also dismantled the government’s cultural contentions about inherent Japanese American disloyalty, finding the government’s assertions to be “largely an accumulation of much of the misinformation, half-truths and insinuations that for years have been directed against Japanese Americans by people with racial and economic prejudices—the same people who have been among the foremost advocates of the evacuation.” \textit{Korematsu}, 323 U.S. at 239. Murphy concluded that the “forced exclusion was the result of . . . the erroneous assumption of racial guilt rather than bona fide military necessity. . . . I dissent, therefore, from this legalization of racism.” \textit{Id.} at 235-41.
1. Before the internment, all involved governmental intelligence services informed the highest officials of the military and War and Justice Departments that West Coast Japanese Americans posed no serious danger, and there was no justification for internment; 44
2. General DeWitt based his internment decision on racial stereotypes of “inherently disloyal” Japanese Americans; 45 and
3. The military and War and Justice Departments concealed, altered, and destroyed crucial evidence and deliberately misled the U.S. Supreme Court in 1944 when it considered Korematsu’s case and accepted as true the government contention of military necessity. 46

44. All of the American intelligence services investigating possible disloyalty by Japanese Americans directly contradicted DeWitt’s Report. YAMAMOTO, CHON, IZUMI, KANG & WU, RIGHTS AND REPARATION, supra note 7, at 290. The Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) reported after the Pearl Harbor attack that “Japanese Americans posed little danger to military security . . . and that most of those persons ‘are either already in custodial detention or are members of . . . groups already fairly well known’ to the ONI or FBI.” K.D. Ringle, Lieutenant Commander, U.S. Department of Navy Office of Naval Intelligence, Report on Japanese Question (Jan. 26, 1942) reprinted in YAMAMOTO, CHON, IZUMI, KANG & WU, RIGHTS AND REPARATION, supra note 7, at 300. The FBI rejected as unfounded alleged instances of espionage and sabotage cited by DeWitt and concluded that the mass internment plan was based on “public and political pressure rather than on factual data.” Memorandum, J. Edgar Hoover, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation (Feb. 2, 1942), reprinted in REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON WARTIME RELOCATION AND INTERNMENT OF CIVILIANS, supra note 29. The Federal Communications Commission also rejected DeWitt’s assertion that Japanese Americans engaged in radio signaling to Japanese forces. Memorandum, James Fly, Commissioner, Federal Communications Commission (Apr. 4, 1944) reprinted in YAMAMOTO, CHON, IZUMI, KANG & WU, RIGHTS AND REPARATION, supra note 7, at 303. These memorandums were exhibits to the Korematsu Coram Nobis Petition. Korematsu Coram Nobis Petition, supra note 43; see generally IRONS, JUSTICE AT WAR, supra note 30 (analyzing World War II government documents undercutting the government’s claim of “military necessity”).

45. DeWitt’s Final Report asserted the mass racial internment was justified because “there was evidence of disloyalty on the part of some” and “the need for action was great, and time was short.” Final Report, supra note 43. These pivotal “facts” were false, and recently discovered government documents showed that General DeWitt and high-level Justice and War Department officials knew this, suppressed the truth, and deliberately destroyed key evidence to mislead the Supreme Court. See supra note 5.

In fact, Japanese Americans had not committed espionage or sabotage, and the government had ample time to hold individual hearings. Korematsu, 323 U.S. at 223-24. There was no “military necessity.” See REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON WARTIME RELOCATION AND INTERNMENT OF CIVILIANS, supra note 29, at 5-8. The American Intelligence Services directly and forcefully recited these factual realities to DeWitt before the internment and before his Report was submitted to the Supreme Court as evidence. See infra notes 46-47. DeWitt acknowledged in the original version of his Final Report that time was not a factor—the government, he said, due to Japanese American racial characteristics, simply could never “separate the sheep from the goats.” Hirabayashi, 828 F.2d at 598. This original version directly contradicted the arguments the War and Justice Departments planned to make to the Supreme Court. Korematsu Coram Nobis Petition, supra note 43, at Exhibit D. The War Department therefore forced DeWitt to alter his original Report to hide the military’s actual racial reasons for the exclusion and detention. Final Report, supra note 43.

46. Justice and War Department officials deliberately suppressed crucial intelligence reports rejecting any factual bases for mass racial incarceration. See Yamamoto, Korematsu Revisited, supra note 6, at 17. Appalled by the government’s unethical “suppression of evidence,” the two Justice Department attorneys drafting the government’s Korematsu legal brief attempted to alert the Supreme Court to “intentional falsehoods” in the DeWitt Report. Memorandum, Edward Ennis, Director, Alien Enemy Control Unit, U.S. Department of Justice (Sept. 30, 1944), Korematsu Coram Nobis Petition,
With this newly uncovered evidence, Korematsu filed his *coram nobis* petition on January 19, 1983. The petition claimed that Korematsu’s conviction in 1942 for resisting the military’s internment orders and its affirmation by the Supreme Court in 1944 rested on a “long-standing, pervasive and unlawful governmental scheme designed to mislead and defraud the courts and the nation.”

Federal District Judge Marilyn Hall Patel agreed and, finding a “manifest injustice,” vacated Korematsu’s conviction. Patel first cautioned, “the judicial process is seriously impaired when the government’s law enforcement officers violate their ethical obligations to the court.” In ringing oratory, reminiscent of Justice Jackson’s “Loaded Weapon” dissent in *Korematsu*, Patel then highlighted the sharp need for presidential and congressional accountability and underscored the significance of *Korematsu* to American democracy:

---

47. See *Korematsu Coram Nobis Petition*, supra note 43 (describing usage of *coram nobis*, a rare writ of error, as the procedural vehicle for reopening a criminal case where the defendant has served his sentence and where new proof has emerged establishing egregious government misconduct in the prosecution amounting to “manifest” injustice); see also Yamamoto, *Korematsu Revisited*, supra note 6, at 17.

48. *Id.*


50. Justice Jackson’s dissent prophesized the Supreme Court majority decision’s long-term harm to American democracy. In upholding mass racial incarceration without credible proof of necessity, Jackson charged that the majority had established a dangerous legal principle—a “loaded weapon.” *Id.* at 249.

The Court for all time has validated the principle of racial discrimination in criminal procedure and of transplanting American citizens...[the] principle lies about like a loaded weapon ready for the hand of any authority that can bring forward a plausible claim of an urgent need. *Id.*

As a legal precedent [Korematsu] is now recognized as having very limited application. As historical precedent it stands as a constant caution that in times of war or declared military necessity our institutions must be vigilant in protecting constitutional guarantees. It stands as a caution that in times of distress the shield of military necessity and national security must not be used to protect governmental actions from close scrutiny and accountability. It stands as a caution that in times of international hostility and antagonisms our institutions, legislative, executive and judicial, must be prepared to exercise their authority to protect all citizens from the petty fears that are so easily aroused.  

In granting Korematsu’s coram nobis petition, Patel also energized the political movement to rectify the human harms of the presidential, congressional and military actions that “caused needless suffering and shame for thousands of Americans.”

B. Civil Liberties Act of 1988:
Apology, Reparations and Public Education

With the Congressional Commission’s Report, the coram nobis court victories, and the pending Hohri class action lawsuit, a renewed grassroots and legislative lobbying campaign pushed for redress. Japanese American redress received strong political support from African American, Jewish American, and other civil rights groups. Despite strong opposition, with the support of Asian American members of Congress, the collective efforts culminated in the Civil Liberties Act of 1988. Signed by President Ronald Reagan at a time when the United States sought legitimacy as a democracy committed to civil and human rights in its fight to end the Cold War, the Act committed the President to apologize formally for the internment, and it authorized a reparation payment of $20,000 for each surviving internee who was a U.S. citizen or legal resident.

51. Id. at 1420. See also RICHARD DELGADO AND JEAN STEFANCIC, JUSTICE AT WAR (2004) (analyzing post-9/11 tension between civil liberties and national security); Chon & Arzt, supra note 50 (describing the racial scapegoating of Arab Americans and Muslims after 9/11); Jerry Kang, Recent Development: Thinking Through Internment: 12/7 and 9/11, 9 ASIAN L.J. 195, 195 (2002). See also Jerry Kang, Judgments Judged and Wrongs Remembered: Examining the Japanese American Civil Liberties Cases on their Sixtieth Anniversary: Watching the Watchers: Enemy Combatants in the Internment’s Shadow, 68 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 255 (2005).

52. Hirabayashi v. United States, 828 F.2d 591, 593 (9th Cir. 1987) (vacating curfew conviction of Gordon Hirabayashi in companion coram nobis case); Yasui v. United States, 772 F. Supp. 1496 (9th Cir. 1985) (vacating conviction of Minoru Yasui in companion coram nobis case).


54. See Yamamoto, Racial Reparations, supra note 7.

55. See Yamamoto, Social Meanings of Redress, supra note 1, at 231.
alien at the time of internment. It also established an internment fund for public education.

In a letter accompanying each reparation check, President George H.W. Bush apologized:

A monetary sum and words alone cannot restore lost years or erase painful memories; neither can they fully convey our Nation’s resolve to rectify injustice and to uphold the rights of individuals. We can never fully right the wrongs of the past. But we can take a clear stand for justice and recognize that serious injustices were done to Japanese Americans during World War II. In enacting a law calling for restitution and offering a sincere apology, your fellow Americans have, in a very real sense, renewed their traditional commitment to the ideals of freedom, equality, and justice.

For many internees, the American government’s betrayal cut so deeply into the human spirit that this presidential apology was essential to any kind of repair. Amy Iwasaki Mass, incarcerated as a child and now a social worker, recounted the trauma:

I also loved America. I get goose bumps when I sing the Star Spangled Banner. I believed what our teachers taught regarding what a great country America is . . . . We were told that we were being put away for our own safety . . . . The pain, trauma, and stress of the incarceration experience was so overwhelming we used the psychological defense mechanism of repression, denial, and rationalization to keep us from facing the truth. The truth was that the government we trusted, the country we loved, the nation to which we had pledged loyalty had betrayed us, had turned against us.

Japanese American redress also encompassed public education. In addition to the apology and symbolic payment, Congress created and partially financed the internment Public Education Fund. The Fund generated fresh historical internment research, analysis of the need for governmental national security restructuring, and insight into Japanese American cultural values and practices. It supported multiple creative and scholarly projects, including curricula for high school, undergraduate and law students, documentary films, plays, fine arts displays, and more.

56. See Maki, Kitano & Berthold, supra note 5.
57. See Yamamoto, Chon, Izumi, Kang & Wu, Rights and Reparation, supra note 7, at 401 (quoting standard letter of apology from President Bush to former internees).
58. Maki, Kitano & Berthold, supra note 5, at 107.
59. See id. at 225-27.
60. Id.
61. The Fund covered seven categories of projects (curriculum, landmarks and institutions, community development, arts and media, research, national fellowships, and research resources), and
For many former internees public education became an integral part of the healing process, exemplified by the Smithsonian Museum’s permanent internment and redress exhibition and the national internment memorial in Washington, D.C. According to a Japanese American observer, the Public Education Fund’s impact extended far beyond the specific projects: “What was evident [from the education projects] ... was that a great deal of personal [pain and] friction had been replaced with a sense of community accomplishment” — an aspect of social healing.

III. REDRESS EVOLUTION: FROM REPARATIONS TO RECONCILIATION

A. Reparations at the Crossroads

Since the United States apologized to World War II Japanese American internees and made individual payments, reparations discourse and advocacy have been the refrain of the redress realm. Many reparations movements in established democracies cite Japanese American redress — either as model or moral precedent. Reparations claims now on


63. Id.

64. See generally YAMAMOTO, CHON, IZUMI, KANG & WU, RIGHTS AND REPARATION, supra note 7.

65. See, e.g., Hung, supra note 7, at 195-96 (discussing grassroots Asian American activism supporting WWII comfort women reparations claims against Japan which draws upon the “Asian American effort to right the wrongs of history ... [and] obtain redress from the United States government for the injustices of World War II internment”); Zachary F. Bookman, A Role for Courts in Reparations, 20 NAT'L BLACK L.J. 75, 78-81 (2007) (observing that Japanese American redress is the “paradigmatic case for how reparations can be awarded through the political process based on [t]hen illicit wrongs, committed after a Federal dictate, to a [d]iscrete group of people, for a [s]et duration of time, and with a [d]emonstrable link to the present”); Maxine Burkett, Reconciliation and Nonrepetition: A New Paradigm for African-American Reparations, 86 OR. L. REV. 99, 137 (2007) (the “key differences between the success of the Japanese-American reparations campaign and the centuries-old failures of African-American reparations shed light on why African-Americans are uniquely locked out of reparations gains, and, at the same time, raise a red flag for the entire enterprise if it proceeds without the nonrepetition element”); Eric L. Muller, Fixing a Hole: How the Criminal Law can Bolster Reparations Theory, 47 B.C. L. REV 659, 671 (2006) (the “success of the Japanese American redress movement made it a sort of ‘poster child’ of American reparations theory— a ‘monumental,’ even ‘unique’ political achievement that had, and continues to have, the potential to serve as a model for the redress claims of other victims of historical injustices”); Kang, Denying Prejudice, supra note 7, at 999 (“[T]he Japanese American redress movement generally has been highlighted as a critical precedent for similar redress movements, ranging from African slavery to Hawaiian self-determination”); William Bradford, “With a Very Great Blame on Our Hearts,” supra note 21, at 9 (citing Japanese American reparations as significant for framing contemporary Native American claims); Chad W. Bryan, Precedent for Reparations? A Look at Historical Movements for Redress and Where Awarding Reparations for Slavery Might Fit, 54 ALA. L. REV. 599, 614-15 (2003) (proposing a reparations plan for slavery to include an apology and a public education fund patterned after the 1988 Civil Liberties
the table in the United States encompass African Americans (slavery, Jim Crow segregation, specific atrocities), Native Americans (mismanagement of 11 million acres of trust lands), Native Hawaiians (taking of native lands and denial of self-governance), Japanese Latin Americans (kidnapping of Latin Americans during World War II and holding them indefinitely in U.S. internment camps as hostages), the Latino “Bracero” itinerant farm workers (economic exploitation of invited farm workers from Mexico), the indigenous Chamorus in the United States Territory of Guam (destruction of ancestral lands and culture), and the Filipino U.S. World War II veterans (denial of promised full veterans benefits). Recent international reparations claims lodged in United States courts include claims by European Holocaust survivors, the “Korean Comfort Women,” and the victims of political torture and murder by the former American-supported Marcos regime in the Philippines.

66. See Brophy, Reparations PRO and CON, supra note 8; Redress for Historical Injustice in the United States, supra note 9.


68. See infra Section IV.


75. See In re Estate of Ferdinand Marcos, Human Rights Litigation, 25 F.3d 1467 (9th Cir. 1994);
Yet, despite vigorous public advocacy and strong international support, recent reparations claims in American courts and legislatures have foundered.\textsuperscript{76} Those claims, particularly by African Americans for the harms of slavery and legalized segregation, have encountered fierce opposition from scholars, advocacy groups, and policymakers as well as from a segment of middle-America that characterizes reparations as nothing more than a disguised unfounded quest for money.\textsuperscript{77}

United States courts have blocked reparations compensation suits on procedural grounds, including lack of standing and the statute of limitations.\textsuperscript{78} And even reparations supporters have expressed concern about the public narrowing of the very idea of reparations—that the concept now tends to mean individual money payments and exclude apologies, institutional restructuring, or community restoration.\textsuperscript{79} Moreover, reparations programs in both established and transitioning democracies have faced challenges from within (supporters questioning whether reparations programs are actually fostering social repair)\textsuperscript{80} and from without (opponents highlighting poor administration and corruption).\textsuperscript{81} Touted and criticized, reparations theory and practice stand at a cross-roads.\textsuperscript{82}

\textbf{B. Toward Reconciliation}

For these reasons, the language of redress is shifting away from reparations and towards social healing, or what is often broadly termed reconciliation.\textsuperscript{83} Indeed, with an emphasis on the individual and societal benefits of storytelling, apologies, symbolic payments, and public

\textsuperscript{76} See Brophy, Reparations Pro and Con, supra note 8, at 121-32.

\textsuperscript{77} See id. at 75-87 (describing strident opposition to reparations claims). See, e.g., Robert W. Tracinski, America’s “Field of Blackbirds”: How the Campaign for Reparations for Slavery Perpetuates Racism, 3 J.L. SOC’Y 145 (2002).

\textsuperscript{78} See Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12, at 24-25 (describing failure of recent reparations lawsuits).

\textsuperscript{79} Id.


\textsuperscript{82} See Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12.

\textsuperscript{83} Id. For additional reading on the subject, see The Social Psychology of Intergroup Reconciliation (Arie Nadler et al. eds., 2008), and The Politics of Reconciliation in Multicultural Societies (Will Kymlicka & Bashir Bashir, eds., 2008).
education, reconciliation is high on many established democracies’ political agendas. Some reconciliation initiatives are highly structured and fully supported. Others are marked by fits and starts and reflect only partial steps. In light of myriad reconciliation efforts, we are in the midst of what some call an Age of Reconciliation.

In 2008, for example, the U.S Senate moved to acknowledge the nation’s mistreatment of Native Americans and Native Alaskans, and the House of Representatives apologized for the horrific harms of slavery and Jim Crow segregation. These apologies followed in the footsteps of path-breaking apologies for slavery by the states of Florida, Maryland, North Carolina, Alabama, New Jersey, and Virginia. Virginia also expressed regret over its devastation of Native American life, land, and culture—strong words of remorse and expressions of desire for reconciliation. Private institutions in the United States are also employing the language of reconciliation. Brown University undertook a year-long public educational dialogue about its slavery roots with an eye toward racial healing even as opponents cast the inquiry as a disguise for future reparations payments. And business giants Wachovia, Aetna, and J.P. Morgan Chase apologized for their historical roles in the slave industry.

85. See Glenn Clifton, The End of History and the Age of Reconciliation: Reconciliation and Time in Kojève and Levinas, (May 27, 2005) (prepared for “Thinking the Present” graduate student conference at University of California, Berkeley). See also WHEN SORRY ISN’T ENOUGH, supra note 9, at 3-11 (describing an “Age of Apology”).
90. Although the several state apologies expressed strong remorse and expressed a desire for reconciliation, they did not commit to reparatory action. See id.
91. Brown University President Ruth Simmons created a committee to organize educational forums fostering historical inquiry and “provide[e] factual information and critical perspectives” that resulted in exposing information linking the University to the slave trade. See Letter from Ruth J. Simmons, President, Brown University, to Steering Committee on Slavery and Justice, Brown University, Apr. 30, 2003, available at http://brown.edu/Research/Slavery_Justice/about/charge.html; Slavery, the Brown Family of Providence and Brown University, Brown U. News Service, http://www.brown.edu/Administration/News_Bureau/Info/Slavery.html.
92. Wachovia apologized “to all Americans, and especially to African Americans and people of
Native Hawaiians are asserting rights to self-governance and claims to homelands taken more than a hundred years ago in the illegal U.S.-aided overthrow of the Hawaiian nation. They are calling upon both federal and state governments to make good on their sixteen-year-long, yet stalled, commitment to fully reconcile with Native Hawaiians. Indeed, in a remarkable 2008 decision, the Hawai’i Supreme Court reinforced the state’s legislative commitment to reconciliation by commanding that the governor stop selling formerly native-owned lands (now held in trust by the state partially for the benefit of Native Hawaiians) until indigenous Hawaiian reparations claims to these lands are resolved politically.

Similarly, in the former British colony of New Zealand, the Waitangi Tribunal, with an eye on reconciliation, made favorable determinations on indigenous Māori land claims, although many of those determinations also await implementing Crown government action amid shifting political alignments. And after years of debate about reconciliation, Australia’s new prime minister recently apologized to its “stolen generations” — thousands of aboriginal children forcibly taken by the government en masse from their homes and homelands, separated from their families and culture, and often violently abused in wretched schools.
In the teeth of class action lawsuits and mounting political agitation, the Canadian government and churches embarked on a far more extensive program of reconciliation with Canada’s stolen generation of aboriginal children. From the late 1800s, in the name of educational assimilation, Canada’s government forcibly removed aboriginal children from families and placed them in Native Residential Schools where their mother tongue was banned and physical and sexual abuse was rampant. The Canadian government formalized its reconciliation commitment in 2005. Its initiative encompasses apologies, money payments, and the creation of a healing foundation.

Across the Atlantic Ocean, in the language of reconciliation, former Prime Minister Tony Blair apologized for the British Empire’s sponsorship of and profiting from slavery in its many colonies. And French leaders struggled with reconciliation following eruptions over racial discrimination, particularly against African immigrants in the banlieues.

Healing the deep wounds of historic injustice is a pressing issue for Asian democracies as well. In 2006, Junichiro Koizumi, then the Prime Minister of Japan, invoked the language of reconciliation to frame his


103. The commencement of Canada’s much-anticipated Truth and Reconciliation Commission stalled for two years because of political skirmishing. The Commission was only established in June 2008, and will operate for five years. See TRUTH HEALING RECONCILIATION (2008), available at http://www.trc-cvr.ca/pdfs/20080818eng.pdf. See infra note 120.


political approach to other countries’ criticism of Japan’s historic human rights violations,\footnote{At the 2005 Asia-African Summit in Jakarta, which addressed multilateral efforts in solving conflicts, Prime Minister Koizumi apologized in the general language of reconciliation: \textit{Japan, through its colonial rule and aggression, caused tremendous damage and suffering to the people of many countries, particularly to those of Asian nations. Japan squarely faces these facts of history in a spirit of humility and with a feeling of deep remorse and heartfelt apology always engraved in mind, Japan has resolutely maintained, consistently since the end of World War II, never turning into a military power but an economic power, its principle of resolving all matters by peaceful means, without recourse to the use of force. Japan once again states its resolve to contribute to the peace and prosperity of the world in the future as well, prizing the relationship of trust it enjoys with nations of the world. \textit{See Excerpts from Japan PM’s Apology, BBC News, April 22, 2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/4471961.stm. See generally Jamie Sheu, \textit{Clash of Asia’s Titans: China and Japan’s Struggle for “Reconciliation,”} May 1, 2006 (unpublished seminar paper, University of Hawai’i) (on file with author) (analyzing former Prime Minister Koizumi’s rhetoric of reconciliation in addressing charges of human rights violations by China).} With Koizumi’s apology as backdrop, Professor Zhang Lianhong, an expert on the Nanking massacre, recounted the important message of a deceased Japanese WWII soldier about a “move toward reconciliation.” According to Lianhong, “[H]atred of the past is not impassable—it is possible for China and Japan to get over wartime enmity and move toward reconciliation and friendship as long as the Japanese government sincerely retrospect history.” \textit{China Focus: Nation Mourns Penitent Japanese Veteran Calling for Respect of History, XINHUA GENERAL NEWS SERVICE, Jan. 5, 2006.} \textit{See infra Section IV.}} including Japan’s denial of belated compensation to ethnic laborers coerced into service of Japanese corporations during World War II\footnote{In 2007, Japan’s Supreme Court rejected compensation claims made by former forced laborers from China against Nishimatsu Construction. \textit{See Norimitsu Onishi, Japan Court Rules Against Sex Slaves and Laborers, \textit{N.Y. Times}, Apr. 28, 2007, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/28/world/asia/28japan.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1.} and its still-unacknowledged military atrocities in China and Korea.\footnote{H.R. Res. 121, 110th Cong. (2007) (calling on the government to reverse its policy against reparations for the women forced into sexual slavery for Japanese soldiers).} And in 2007, the U.S. House of Representatives called upon Japan’s leaders to apologize to World War II Korean sex slaves and to offer them meaningful reparations.\footnote{See generally Sheu, \textit{Clash of Asia’s Titans, supra note 106.}} Then there is also the longstanding but less well-known question of justice for, and reconciliation with, Japan’s indigenous Ainu.\footnote{See infra Section IV.}

There are many ways to view these wide-ranging post-1988 reconciliation initiatives in established democracies. What is clear is that collectively they are linked to Japanese American redress and that they reflect only a segment of the far larger terrain of national and global reconciliation efforts.

\textbf{C. Mid-life Crisis of “Reconciliation”}

What is also clear is that the very term “reconciliation” has disparate meanings and that reconciliation in practice has a mottled record. From the U.S. congressionally expressed commitment to reconcile with Native Hawaiians; to the path-breaking, highly structured, legislatively mandated
South Africa Truth and Reconciliation process; to the genuine yet flawed Asian American and African American communities’ quest for interracial rapprochement after neighborhood eruptions; to the facile, poorly conceived program of Sunni-Shiite reconciliation following the upsurge in violent resistance to United States occupation of Iraq—government and groups worldwide are invoking “reconciliation” as a mantra for handling deep-seated conflict. In one respect, this is a positive development—a discourse that embraces bridge-building and peace-making.

Yet, as evidenced by the reconciliation efforts discussed earlier, the very concept of reconciliation is ill-defined. It can mean a highly organized formal process of truth-telling and reparation, as in South Africa, or an apparently insincere smokescreen to hide behind-the-scenes political maneuvering, as in Nepal and Cambodia. Indeed, Australia’s apology to its “stolen generations” has been sharply criticized by aboriginal groups angered by the government’s refusal to consider reparations, and Canada’s comprehensive reconciliation initiative has been challenged as

111. See Penelope E. Andrews, Reparations for Apartheid’s Victims: The Path to Reconciliation?, 53 DePaul L. Rev. 1155 (2004); Lyn S. Graybill, Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa: Miracle or Model (2002); Desmond Tutu, Without Forgiveness There Is No Future 35 (1999); When Sorry Isn’t Enough, supra note 9, at 10-11 (describing South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission).


114. See generally The Handbook of Reparations, supra note 10 (reviewing a wide range of international initiatives in the context of transitional justice).

115. Id. at 53 (analyzing the 2008 Kenyan reconciliation “model—wth strong regional participation, committed leadership, prompt intervention, persistent dialogue and a more discreet if no less vital role for the West”).

116. See supra note 111.


119. Indigenous groups are threatening lawsuits if government reparations are not forthcoming. See Johnston, supra note 99.
insincere in its delayed implementation. Britain’s apology for slavery and colonialism has drawn rebukes from reparations proponents because it failed to embrace meaningful acts toward reconciliation. And the New Zealand Waitangi Tribunal’s aboriginal land claims awards have been undercut by the Crown government’s long delay in finally acknowledging many awards for political reasons.

Sometimes political instability undermines even well-intentioned and soundly organized reconciliation initiatives. In 2005, after considerable debate, the new East Timor government established a truth and reconciliation process, with an emphasis on social healing. One of its path-breaking tenets was gender redress—to heal the wounds of sexual violence the occupying Indonesian soldiers inflicted on East Timor women. The commission embarked on a remarkable program of psychological healing and economic support as a foundation for rebuilding the nation as a democracy. But political instability slowed, if not scuttled, the healing process.

The reconciliation concept’s elasticity and shifting political underpinnings provide little firm guidance to even well-meaning policymakers or political organizers. Its theological roots also make it suspect to some concerned about tenets of organized religion. Equally

120. See Truth Healing Reconciliation, supra note 103. Some who suffered find the overall efforts less than sincere, orchestrated by government for its own benefit, and lacking the kind of mutual engagement necessary for genuine healing. Id. Following Canada, the Tasmanian government committed to reconciliation, apologizing, and authorizing individual reparations payments to its stolen generation of aboriginal children. Barbara McMahon, Tasmania to Pay ‘Stolen Generation’ of Aborigines £2.2m in Reparations, THE GUARDIAN, Jan. 23, 2008, available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/jan/23/australia.international. Yet, the social and economic impacts of its promises are uncertain.

121. See Petre, Blair’s Deep Sorrow for Slavery, supra note 104. See also Stanford, Reflections on a Global Reparations Conference, supra note 104, at 8 (describing a Pan-African movement for slavery reparations from Britain and other European countries).

122. See Williams, supra note 97 (describing political process for government approval of Tribunal awards).


124. One of the Commission’s recommendations was that “at least 50% of resources in this program shall be earmarked for female beneficiaries.” Id. at 294-96, 308.

125. The Commission proposed the following:

[1] reparations program with five guiding principles—feasibility, accessibility, empowerment, gender, and prioritization [sic] based on need—with the aim to repair, as far as possible, the damage to their [victims’] lives caused by the violations, through the delivery of social services to vulnerable victims and symbolic and collective measures to acknowledge and honor victims of past violations.

Id. at 308.


important, the vagueness of the term reconciliation makes a commitment to reconciliation susceptible to political mischief—that is, “reconciliation” can serve as an insincere cover for indifference or continuing hostilities and power grabs. Reconciliation policymakers, scholars, and advocates are still searching for a clear, cogent framework for guiding and assessing reconciliatory initiatives. Reconciliation is experiencing a mid-life crisis.

Yet, as developed in the following section, a reconciliation initiative in certain settings can be of considerable social value as a sometimes promising though difficult pathway to redress. What is needed, then, are the analytical concepts and language to shape and later critique reconciliation efforts, and indeed all redress initiatives, so participants and observers can know what genuine social healing looks like and how to hold accountable those who commit to it.

A simple question distills this inquiry: When are social healing efforts productive for people, institutions and society, and when are they not? Recent writings, particularly those by Professor Rebecca Tsosie, bring analytical rigor to the concept of reconciliation. Pablo de Greif, editor of the *Handbook of Reparations*, identifies broad reparatory justice goals of recognition, civic trust, and social solidarity, and examines both the psychological and social structural dimensions of healing. Professor Yamamoto in other works suggests coalescing multi-disciplinary understandings and casting redress, and particularly reconciliation, into a potentially workable framework of “Social Healing Through Justice.”

With this in mind, the next section summarizes and refines Social Healing Through Justice. This framework identifies social healing as the deeper aim of most redress efforts in established democracies. It posits that group healing (and healing society itself) can only occur by engaging the self-determined goals of those harmed in multi-layered efforts at achieving transformative justice. The focus is not singularly on group psychological and spiritual health, though they are important. It also targets social structural transformation—that is, it must affect material change in socioeconomic and political conditions. This entails

---

128. See infra Section IV.


130. See Pablo de Greif, *Justice and Reparations*, in *HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS*, supra note 10, at 451 (articulating goals for “massive reparations programs”)


132. See id. at 39.


engagement by all sectors of society, including communities, public organizations, businesses, and governments.

The Social Healing Through Justice framework also accounts for geopolitical pressures that influence most redress initiatives. It does this by integrating now widely acknowledged international norms of reparatory justice, particularly the principles of the United Nations “Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparations for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law” and the recently adopted “Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.” Finally, it accounts for political complexities, including the potential for governments or dominant groups to co-opt or distort the process—what is described as the “darkside of reparations,” or mere attempts to achieve “cheap grace.”

In short, this reframing of redress aims to deepen understandings of multifaceted reparatory justice, particularly in established democracies, and to delineate an approach, in substance and process, to genuine social healing.

IV. REFRAMING REDRESS: SOCIAL HEALING THROUGH JUSTICE

A. Limits of Lawsuits and Court Rulings

In the early 2000s, American reparations thinking focused on how to win reparations for African Americans in court. It aimed to fit reparations claims for slavery and Jim Crow segregation into a narrow


137. See Yamamoto, Racial Reparations, supra note 7, at 483 (describing the “darker side,” or risks, of reparations process through: (1) the narrow “legal framing of reparations,” (2) the “dilemma of reparations” (opening old wounds and backlash), (3) and the “ideology of reparations” (restrictively defining who is reparations-worthy)).

138. See, e.g., In re African-American Slave Descendants Litig., 471 F.3d 754 (7th Cir. 2006) (consolidated class actions against private companies involved in American slave trade for unjust enrichment); Cato v. United States, 70 F.3d 1103 (9th Cir. 1995) (pro se suit against United States for economic, physical and psychological harms of slavery).
framework—intentional torts such as assault, fraud, and unjust enrichment.\textsuperscript{139} In doing so it generated both enthusiasm and heated opposition.\textsuperscript{140}

Tort law offered traditional legal language and recognizable claims. But it also equated reparations with court-awarded monetary compensation (payment of “the debt”).\textsuperscript{141} This emphasis on money payments spurred technical legal defenses from government and business lawyers,\textsuperscript{142} drew rebukes from conservative scholars,\textsuperscript{143} and fostered skepticism from the mainstream American public.\textsuperscript{144}

The recent failure of reparations lawsuits in United States courts highlighted the stark limits of this tort law money compensation model.\textsuperscript{145} One consequence of this failure has been a public perception that reparations claims lack merit—that there is no “right” to reparations.\textsuperscript{146} Yet stark inequalities in every facet of African American life persist and are generally traceable to slavery and segregation.\textsuperscript{147} As Professor Mari Matsuda explains, the failure of reparations claims in traditional tort law does not mean that the claims lack merit as group-based rights.\textsuperscript{148} The tort

\textsuperscript{139} Alfred L. Brophy, Reparations Talk: Reparations for Slavery and the Tort Law Analogy, 24 B.C. THIRD WORLD L.J. 81, 103-04, 120, 126 (2004) [hereinafter Brophy, Reparations Talk] (discussing the validity and limited effectiveness of “social tort” claims along with unjust enrichment).


\textsuperscript{141} See RANDALL ROBINSON, THE DEBT: WHAT AMERICA OWES TO BLACKS (2001) (arguing reparations are owed as a moral and legal obligation).

\textsuperscript{142} Technical objections include: (a) the statute of limitations; (b) the absence of directly harmed individuals; (c) the absence of their perpetrators; (d) the lack of direct causation; (e) the ambiguity behind compensation; and (f) sovereign immunity. Matsuda, supra note 7, at 373-80.

\textsuperscript{143} See, e.g., Armstrong Williams, Presumed Victims in Against Reparations, in SHOULD AMERICA PAY?: SLAVERY AND THE RAGING DEBATE ON REPARATIONS 180 (Raymond A. Winbush ed., 2003).

\textsuperscript{144} See, e.g., Shelby Steele, Or A Childish Illusion of Justice?: Reparations Enshrine Victimhood, Dishonoring Our Ancestors, NEWSWEEK, Aug. 27, 2001, at 23.

\textsuperscript{145} See Brophy, Reparations Talk, supra note 139, at 103-04, 120, 126.

\textsuperscript{146} See Yamamoto, Racial Reparations, supra note 7, at 487-88 (Some argue that “there is no need for additional reparations” because “existing civil rights laws already afford individuals equal opportunity”).


\textsuperscript{148} Matsuda, supra note 7, at 374, 381.
law model, with its emphasis on direct causation, is designed for situations such as a simple car accident lawsuit between two drivers involving only money damages. It does not account for systemic group-based harms over generations.\(^\text{149}\) It also “misses the repairing of bodies, minds and spirits” of individuals and communities.\(^\text{150}\) Moreover, lawsuits for monetary compensation elicit tepid public support at best, since they appear to be little more than one group paying another for something that happened long ago.\(^\text{151}\) Indeed, scholars opposing reparations cast reparations in that narrow fashion—only as voluntarily paid monetary compensation to specific victims—and then find few if any injustices worthy of present-day reparations.\(^\text{153}\)

In response, a new generation of reparations thinking still values aspects of the legal process. It considers the legal process important as a forum for altering public consciousness.\(^\text{154}\) It moves away, however, from the litigation-compensation model.\(^\text{155}\) It focuses instead on ways to “repair” the deep harms to society (divisions, guilt, shame, lack of moral standing) by healing the continuing wounds of injustice.\(^\text{156}\)

**B. Social Healing**

This is a significant shift in American thinking about redress.\(^\text{157}\) It reflects recognition of the critical importance of reshaping the public’s understanding of reparatory efforts as something more than monetary compensation.

---

149. See generally Verdun, supra note 20 (describing limitation of legal claims for reparations).
150. YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 156.
152. Id. at 690-93. But see BROPHY, REPARATIONS PRO AND CON, supra note 8 (critiquing limitations of conservative theorists’ arguments against reparations).
153. See Posner & Vermeule, supra note 151, at 745-46. According to Posner and Vermeule, reparations “schemes” are limited to initiatives that: 1) involve an identified victim harmed by an identified perpetrator; 2) look backward, focusing on compensation for past injuries, which precludes claimants from seeking forward-looking, preventative relief; and 3) are voluntary; there is no legal compulsion to pay the money. Id.
154. See Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12, at 56 (”[R]esearch on legal consciousness suggests that ‘over time, international law norms may alter what both governmental actors and larger populations view as ‘right,’ ‘natural,’ ‘just,’ or ‘in their interest.’ Even unsuccessful litigation of redress claims can help generate new understandings of history (re(con)struction), sources of group harm (responsibility), and remedy (reconstruction)”).
155. Id. at 31 (describing a fourth generation of reparations theory that embraces “repair” as a central tenet).
156. Id.
157. BROPHY, REPARATIONS PRO AND CON, supra note 8 (identifying the recent scholarly movement toward a “repair” theory of reparations).
compensation. For injured communities, it means moving policymakers and the general public toward comprehensively repairing (1) the continuing multi-faceted damage to those communities and (2) the societal damage generated by mistrust, ill will, and a failure of democracy. All sides must realize that mutual commitment is needed to generate productive relations through acts of justice and that the joint effort, though onerous, is worth the investment.\(^{158}\)

The Social Healing Through Justice framework targets scholars, government policymakers, and justice advocates engaged in reparatory initiatives.\(^{159}\) It is both theoretical (emerging at the intersection of several scholarly disciplines), and practical (addressing what might be strategically deployed in real life justice struggles).\(^{160}\) Its purpose is to enable interested groups and governments both to guide and to assess their present-day efforts toward the kind of transformative justice that promotes social healing.

Aspects of prophetic theology, social psychology, sociolegal studies, political theory (peace studies), economics, and indigenous healing

\(^{158}\) See Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12, at 41.

\(^{159}\) Established democracies are those marked by democratic governance and a commitment to civil and human rights. Governmental abuses of power and systemic subordination of vulnerable groups expose those democracies to legal and moral claims for redress—for the society to be held accountable according to its commitments. Countries transitioning from repressive regimes to democracies are differently situated in terms of repairing the damage of past regimes. See Arturo Carrillo, Justice in Context: The Relevance of Inter-American Human Rights Law and Practice to Repairing the Past, in HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 10, at 504 (defining transitional justice as the “conception of justice associated with periods of political change, characterized by legal responses to confront the wrongdoing of repressive predecessor regimes”). Reparations programs are often linked to criminal prosecutions of prior leaders for mass violence in response to public demands for retribution and to reinstate the “rule of law.” Id. at 505 (describing the sometimes “problematic” pursuit of criminal accountability in transitioning countries). In this setting, “healing” approaches aimed primarily at establishing new productive relationships between aggressors and victims will likely be unproductive. Id.

\(^{160}\) See infra Section III.C. The proffered framework is one approach to addressing the social problem of persisting damage from social injustice. Conceptually, the approach is situated between the poles described by Martha Minow as “vengeance” (retribution) and “forgiveness” (acceptance). See Minow, supra note 133. It seeks to integrate disciplinary insights into the healing of individuals with the insights into the repair of damaged communities and social groups. See generally Cohen, Coping with Lasting Social Injustice, supra note 134 (delineating approaches to “coping” with the psychological harms of social structural subordination). There are other insightful approaches. See, e.g., ELIZAR BARKAN, COMMODIFYING APOLOGIES (2001); Joseph V. Montville, The Healing Function in Political Conflict Resolution, in CONFLICT RESOLUTION THEORY AND PRACTICE: INTEGRATION AND APPLICATION 112 (Dennis J.D. Sandole & Hugo van der Merwe eds., 1993); JUDITH LEWIS HERMAN, TRAUMA AND RECOVERY: THE AFTERMATH OF VIOLENCE—FROM DOMESTIC ABUSE TO POLITICAL TERROR (1992); SHIRIVER, supra note 127. The Social Healing Through Justice framework draws from these and other multidisciplinary works to provide an encompassing approach to reparatory justice initiatives. It does so not to prescribe justice in specific situations but rather to provide participants and observers with points of inquiry for guiding and critiquing serious reparatory initiatives. For an elaboration of the conceptual underpinnings and particulars of the framework, earlier termed interracial justice, see YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 173.
practices coalesce with liberal legal theory’s notions of equality and fairness into common ideas about Social Healing Through Justice. That kind of justice—a reparatory justice—encompasses reconstructing group relationships and repairing lasting damage to group members and to society itself.

C. Reparatory Justice and the Four R’s of Social Healing

Four commonalities emerge from diverse disciplines about the dynamics of the kind of justice that fosters social healing. The first is the embrace of the equivalent of the South African social idea of “ubuntu”: all are members of the polity, and injury to one harms the entire community; therefore healing the injured is the responsibility of all. The second is that repair must occur in two realms simultaneously—the individual (micro) and the institutional (macro). Participation in the process must be widespread, and all must see a benefit. The third commonality is that there must be material change in the socioeconomic conditions underlying reconstructed group relationships—otherwise, the dangers of “empty apologies,” “all words and no action,” “false grace,” or a “failure of reconciliation.”


162. The framework thus has special resonance for some indigenous groups whose justice struggles have been mischaracterized solely as claims for “ethnic pride” or “minority rights to equality”—instead of as native peoples’ comprehensive claims to restoration of ancestral lands and resources, economic and political self-governance, and cultural protection. See generally Tsosie, Going Back to Class?, supra note 129. See also generally PACIFIC INDIGENOUS DIALOGUE ON FAITH, PEACE, RECONCILIATION AND GOOD GOVERNANCE (Tui Atua Tamasese Efi et al. eds., 2007) (articulating Pacific indigenous perspectives on healing and reconciliation); Benedict Kingsbury, Reconciling Five Competing Conceptual Structures of Indigenous Peoples’ Claims in International and Comparative Law, 34 N.Y.U. J. INT’L L. & POL. 189 (2001).

163. See Desmond Tutu, Without Forgiveness There is No Future, Foreword to EXPLORING FORGIVENESS, at xiii (Robert D. Enright & Joanna North eds., 1998).

164. Brandon Hamber, Narrowing the Micro and Macro: A Psychological Perspective on Reparations in Societies in Transition, in HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 10, at 562, 563. See also Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12, at 47-48; YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 199-200. Mutual engagement can be intensely local (classrooms, community halls, churches, temples, neighborhood newsletters) and also deeply cultural, where ideas of injustice and redress are broadly shaped (newspapers, television, internet, movies, scholarly publications). See IFILL, supra note 147, at 127 (describing the significance of local as well as broader cultural forms of engagement in reparations and reconciliation debates).


166. Yamamoto, Race Apologies, supra note 8, at 54-55 (detailing the further effects of “material change” between people and society).

167. YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 194-95. See Cohen, Coping with
The fourth commonality among the disciplines distills the other commonalities into the “Four R’s” of Social Healing Through Justice: recognition, responsibility, reconstruction, and reparation.\(^\text{168}\) These Four R’s offer points of inquiry to assist groups and governments first in shaping a particular redress initiative and then in assessing whether the effort is on the path toward genuine social healing—or whether it is heading toward failure. They also provide justice advocates a strategic language for coalescing self-determined goals into demands that resonate with broad audiences.

This approach encompasses claims of legal right, but it most effectively focuses on collaborative efforts among social groups or between groups and governments that desire productive present-day relations but whose interactions are marred by deep unresolved historic grievances.\(^\text{169}\) It does not address situations of continuing strong adversariness, for instance, where criminal prosecutions are central, or where social alignments deprive those injured of political support.\(^\text{170}\)

In brief, the first R, recognition,\(^\text{171}\) addresses the psychological. It looks at ways in which individuals, because of their group identity, continue to suffer “pain, fear, shame and anger.”\(^\text{172}\) The recognition inquiry also examines the historical and cultural. It scrutinizes the history of the grievance and decodes stock stories embodying cultural stereotypes that seemingly legitimize the injustice (for instance, the unassimilable inherently disloyal Japanese American).\(^\text{173}\) Finally, it examines the institutional—the ways that organizational structures can embody discriminatory policies that deny fair access to resources or promote aggression.\(^\text{174}\)

---

\(^{168}\) Lasting Social Injustice, supra note 134, at 273 (a compounding “source of anger” among those suffering injustice is the “absence of meaningful redress for the injuries”).

\(^{169}\) INTERRACIAL JUSTICE distilled the multidisciplinary commonalities of Justice into the “Four R’s” framework. YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 174-209. This framework was recently updated and refined. See Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12.

\(^{170}\) See generally THE HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 10.

\(^{171}\) Id.

\(^{172}\) For full discussion of recognition as part of social healing, see YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 175-85. See also Jonathan R. Cohen, The Immorality of Denial, 79 TUL. L. REV. 903, 915 (2005) (describing the significance of recognition of the harms); Pablo de Greif, Justice and Reparations, in HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 10, at 460 (“recognition is both a condition and consequence of justice, which links reparations to recognition.”).

\(^{173}\) Cohen, Coping with Lasting Social Injustice, supra note 134, at 253 (identifying the “pain, fear, shame and anger” as typical harms of social subordination); M. Brinton Lykes and Marcie Mersky, Reparations and Mental Health: Psychosocial Interventions Toward Healing, Human Agency, and Retreading Social Realities, in HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 10, at 589 (discussing healing approaches to group-based psychological harm).

\(^{174}\) YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 175-84.

\(^{175}\) See id. at 184 (explaining the recognition of Balkin leaders regarding the use of law and media to promote and justify “use of violence for territorial conquest, the expulsion of ‘other peoples’”). For example, the East Timor Truth and Reconciliation Commission heard the horrific
The next R, responsibility, entails an assessment of “power over” others and an acceptance of responsibility of repairing the damage of “disabling constraints” imposed on others through power abuses.\(^{175}\) The presidential apology to World War II internees touched all these bases, recognizing “the serious injustice . . . done to Japanese Americans” and accepting responsibility through words and money on behalf of all Americans in order to “rectify the injustice and to uphold the rights of individuals.”\(^{176}\)

The kind of justice that promotes social healing also necessarily entails the third R—reconstruction.\(^{177}\) Reconstructive acts aim to build a new productive relationship.\(^{178}\) They include apologies and forgiveness (if appropriate);\(^{179}\) a reframing of the history of interactions; and, most important, the reallocation of political and economic power. One aspect of that reallocation means structuring everyone’s “power to” participate fully and freely rather than to enable one’s “power over” others.\(^{180}\)

The power

testimony of women treated as culturally inferior and sexually violated for two decades by Indonesian soldiers and recognized that the trauma, enduring pain, and economic deprivation required more than truth-telling. Wandita, Campbell-Nelson & Pereira, Reaching Out to Female Victims, supra note 123, at 284, 294-296 (describing the commission’s proactive response to the East Timor women’s testimony of atrocities). In light of the deep psychological and material harms, the women also required immediate individual and group counseling, job training, artistic expression, social welfare, and financial aid. Id. 175. “Responsibility,” the second inquiry, asks “groups to assess group agency and accept responsibility for . . . wounds.” YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 185 (“Only by understanding the extent of a group’s agency, constrained by context, can a rough evaluation be made of the extension of its responsibility for harm to others”). For an in-depth discussion, see id.

176. See YAMAMOTO, CHON, IZUMI, KANG & WU, RIGHTS AND REPARATION, supra note 7, at 481 (quoting President Bush’s apology letter to former internees).


178. See YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 190-91. See also HERMAN, supra note 160, at 133-34 (1997) (one important harm of trauma is disconnection, and recovery depends in part on building new productive relationships).


180. Reconstruction of the political relationship to prevent recurrence of the underlying courses of the harm is essential. YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 195-96 (describing the difference between “power over” (dominance) and “power to” (parity in participation) in restructured relationships). See also Bernadette Ananene, From Reparations to Restoration: Moving Beyond Restoring Property Rights to Restoring Political and Economic Visibility, 60 SMU L. REV. 1419 (2007); Cohen, Coping with Lasting Social Injustice, supra note 134, at 279 (defining redress achievement as “power to” rather than power over). For native peoples, “reconstruction” includes acts that remake social and economic institutions to foster indigenous self-determination. As Jacqueline Johnson Pata of the National Congress of American Indians aptly observes, the U.S. Senate’s recent apology to Native Americans and Native Alaskans is a symbolic first step—but only a first step—towards...
Restructuring also aims to remake institutions to assure non-repetition of the underlying abuses through “legislative or other reforms affecting the state’s social, legal or political institutions and policies.”\(^{181}\)

The fourth R, reparations, encompasses much more than money. Reparations may include the restoration of property, rebuilding of culture, economic development, and medical, legal, or educational and financial support for individuals and communities in need.\(^{182}\) The Handbook of Reparations suggests that reparations cover restitution, rehabilitation, and monetary payments.\(^{183}\) Public education can also be an integral component of reparations, as demonstrated by Japanese American redress, in the form of memorials, school curricula, media presentations, or scholarly publications.\(^{184}\) Public education serves to commemorate, to impart lessons learned, and to generate a new justice narrative about a democracy’s commitment to civil and human rights.

The request for reparations by the East Timorian mother, raped repeatedly by soldiers during the Indonesian occupation, coalesces these many reparatory forms. She sought payment from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission for her children’s education. “I ask for help,” she said, to change our lives and to “put my children through school. I was used like a horse by the Indonesian soldiers who took me in turns and made me bear many children. But now I no longer have the strength to push my children towards a better future. Education is what they need.”\(^{185}\)

Policymakers, groups, and the general populace collectively need to fully engage all four of these R’s to heal social wounds. Otherwise, even the most sincere healing efforts will likely be experienced as incomplete, insufficient, and ultimately a failure. There is a substantial risk that uncoordinated piecemeal actions, even when well-intentioned, will have

---

181. See Carrillo, supra note 159, at 526-527 (the “first duty of the infringing state is to put an end to the illicit act, if it persists, and then to guarantee that it will not reoccur”).

182. YAMAMOTO, INTEGRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 208.

183. Restitution “normally entails the restoration of the victim’s liberty, legal rights and social status” but may also include “recovery of a lost residence, employment or property.” Carrillo, supra note 159, at 512 (describing the concept of restitution). Rehabilitation focuses on measures for healing “psychological or physical harm,” including “medical, legal and social services.” Id. Money payments compensate for “material losses” or “moral harm.” Id. See also Saito, Remedies for Massive Wrongs, supra note 7, at 281 (stressing the importance of judicial declarations and awards of monetary compensation).

184. The 1988 Civil Liberties Public Education Fund, discussed supra Section II, emphasized storytelling and the reparatory dimensions of public education. The Commission administering the Fund authorized school curricula, documentary films, fine arts displays, plays, and scholarly research. See supra notes 61-63 and accompanying text.

185. Wandita, Campbell-Nelson & Pereira, Reaching Out to Female Victims, supra note 123, at 284, 307 (quoting an interview with “AG” of Afaloicai in E. Timor (Sept. 18, 2003)).
only limited salutary impact in light of the full range of harms.

Thus for African Americans struggling with poverty and community disengagement, an apology for slavery and Jim Crow alone is not enough. For the pastor of the Native Hawaiian church that had received an apology from the Asian American churches and a $28,000 reparations payment from the United Church of Christ for the roles these institutions played in oppressing Hawaiian people after the overthrow of the Hawaiian nation—the apology and payment were important steps forward. But true healing would await further actions by the Church and by government demonstrating fundamental change in dealings with Native Hawaiians.

D. Human Rights Norms Shaping Reconstruction and Reparations

Indeed, for indigenous Hawaiians and other long-subordinated groups, the harms are “comprehensive,” encompassing resources, culture, and governance; “sustained” over generations; and “systemwide,” implicating national and local governments, businesses, and citizens. A refined Social Healing Through Justice framework suggests that in these situations, a reparatory program of reconstruction and reparation must generate change that is comprehensive, sustained, and systemwide in order to foster the kind of justice that heals. It also suggests that the legitimacy of a democracy professedly committed to civil and human rights is in part dependent upon how it reconstructs relationships and repairs persisting damage.

Global reconciliation initiatives informed by recently adopted human rights norms are refashioning what constitutes systemic injustice and,
therefore, what is needed for comprehensive and sustained reconstruction and reparation. International human rights instruments guarantee victims of crimes of injustice “an effective remedy.” Whether for slavery, torture, mass rape, or serious racial discrimination, remedies extend well beyond monetary compensation. As mentioned, they encompass social healing—“restitution” (returning), “rehabilitation” (rebuilding, repairing), and prevention of repetition (restructuring). These remedies envision public apologies, memorials, educational programs, new laws, and reformed political institutions.

In 2006, the United Nations General Assembly embraced these broad reparatory remedies in adopting the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparations for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law.” The Basic Principles and Guidelines emphasize

[footnotes]


192. For a description of various possible “effective remedies,” see Oscar Schachter, The Obligation to Implement the Covenant in Domestic Law, in INTERNATIONAL BILL OF RIGHTS: THE COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS 325 (Louise Henkin ed., 1981); see also generally Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to Remedy and Reparation, G.A. Res. 60/147, supra note 136.

existing remedial principles of well-established instruments of international law. 194

Indigenous peoples’ human rights norms also broadly shape present-day understandings of reparatory justice. Like general human rights instruments, the recently adopted United Nations Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples embodies reparatory justice, calling for more than monetary compensation. 195 The Declaration calls for affirmative acts to repair long-term damage to indigenous peoples from the theft of lands, destruction of culture and denial of self-governance. 196 The remedies must be tailored to the harm. That is, when the injuries are long-term and systemic, so must the response. 197

From this idea emerges specific remedial norms—particularly self-determination. 198 Because the systematic denial of self-determination is a basic harm to indigenous peoples, 199 reparatory justice emphasizes self-determination over economics, culture, and governance. 200 These remedial norms—collectively connoting reconstruction and reparation—are framed as rights to cultural integrity, 201 lands and resources, 202 social welfare and


195. See infra notes 206, 209.

196. Id. See Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, supra note 136, arts. 8(2), 11(2) States shall provide effective mechanisms for . . . [a]ny action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity as distinct peoples, or of their cultural values or ethnic identities . . . . States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include restitution, developed in conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs.

197. Id.


199. The harms of colonization to indigenous peoples are in some respects unique. Anaya, supra note 198, at 342. Indigenous people suffered from the exploitation of their natural resources, the appropriation of their traditional lands, and the denial of their right to self-governance. See generally Anaya, supra note 198.

200. See infra notes 217-220.

development, and self-government. The norms shape social healing for indigenous peoples. Significantly, these norms apply more broadly to shape reparatory justice for the group-based harms of systemic subordination for other groups as well.

E. Linking Redress to Democratic Legitimacy

The problem with asserting human rights claims directly in courts is that, generally, most courts refuse to enforce those claims. Human rights norms remain largely aspirational. Yet, despite the difficulty of achieving favorable court judgments, strategically framing legal claims partly in (discussing indigeneity and cultural rights). The U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples recognizes indigenous peoples’ right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs. See, e.g., Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, supra note 136, arts. 12, 14, 15.


203. The Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples recognizes that indigenous peoples have “the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions, including, inter alia, in the areas of education, employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security” and that “States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, special measures to ensure continuing improvement of their economic and social conditions.” Id., art. 21. In addition, the U.N. Declaration on the Right to Development recognizes “an inalienable human right by virtue of which every person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in which all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realized.” United Nations Declaration on the Right to Development, A/RES/41/128 (Dec. 4, 1986), available at http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/41/a41r128.htm.

204. Human rights embrace self-governance –the idea that “government is to function according to the will of the people governed.” Anaya, supra note 198, at 354. See also Tsosie, The New Challenge to Native Identity, supra note 201, at 63-68 (discussing indigeneity and political rights).

205. One obvious way that the Declaration informs indigenous healing is its explicit recognition of indigenous peoples’ unique, collective, and spiritual relationship with traditional lands and waters. For example, the Chthonic (indigenous) legal tradition inherently recognizes land as a part of indigenous identity. See generally H. PATRICK GLENN, LEGAL TRADITIONS OF THE WORLD: SUSTAINABLE DIVERSITY IN LAW (2000).

206. See Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to Remedy and Reparation, G.A. Res. 60/147, supra note 136. The Basic Principles and Guidelines recognize group-based claims to reparation. “Contemporary forms of victimization . . . may . . . be directed against groups of persons who are targeted collectively.” Id. at pmbl. Victims include persons who “collectively suffered harm, including physical or mental injury, emotional suffering, economic loss, or substantial impairment of their fundamental rights.” Id. at ¶ 8. Additionally, the principles require that group victims be allowed access to justice by presenting claims for reparation and receiving reparation. Id. at ¶ 13.

human rights terms can be an effective Social Healing Through Justice political strategy.\(^{208}\)

Although reparations claims rarely succeed in court, most politically successful reparations or reconciliation movements have been inspired and shaped at crucial points by litigation.\(^{209}\) That litigation serves as a lightning rod for recognition and responsibility and as a bully pulpit for community organizing about the injustice and need for system-wide reconstruction and reparation.\(^{210}\) Sociolegal research suggests that international human rights claims are widely publicized through court challenges, in certain political settings, and alter over time what both government policymakers and the public come to view as “‘right,’ ‘natural,’ ‘just,’ or ‘in their interest.’”\(^{211}\) This in turn can help build public pressure to enable progressive leaders to press a government politically to heal the wounds of injustice.

More specifically, political pressure for recognition and acceptance of responsibility for historic harms is increasingly linked to the legitimacy of present-day democratic governance.\(^{212}\) Although social healing initiatives differ, policymakers and justice advocates from established and emerging democracies\(^{213}\) coalesce around a precept grounded in human rights principles: redress for injuries of past injustice is foundational to democratic legitimacy.\(^{214}\)

The Social Healing Through Justice framework’s integration of human rights norms highlights this linkage of redress to legitimacy. Democratic legitimacy—or the perception of a government’s validity in terms of democratic governance and its commitment to civil and human rights\(^{215}\)—is particularly important for the United States in light of the dramatic decline of American stature in international affairs.\(^{216}\) As one

\(^{208}\) See Yamamoto, Serrano & Rodriguez, American Racial Justice on Trial, supra note 7, at 1319.

\(^{209}\) See id. at 1322.

\(^{210}\) See id.


\(^{212}\) See HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 10 (describing successful international reparations movements as a part of democratic nation-building). See also Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12, at 64 (assessing “reparations as integral to democratic legitimacy”).

\(^{213}\) See LEGACIES OF INJUSTICE, supra note 102, at 11.


\(^{215}\) See Berman, supra note 211, at 1292 (describing how adhering to international human rights norms can advance a government’s long-term interests by “allowing the state to have legitimacy and a certain morally persuasive voice in the eyes of other states.”).

commentator aptly observes, while the “ideal of the United States as beacon of justice, democracy, freedom and human rights still garners grudging respect abroad,” America’s “moral standing [as a democracy] in the world has precipitously declined since 2001.”

This international loss of moral authority as a democracy is implicated in a Social Healing Through Justice approach to redress. It reveals the self-interest of the United States in redressing American injustices. For instance, historically, harsh international criticism of America’s racist Jim Crow democracy during the Cold War compelled United States political leaders to shift positions and argue for ending the separate-but-equal doctrine in *Brown v. Board of Education*. President Reagan reversed his prior opposition to Japanese American redress in 1988 when America needed to bolster its stature as a democracy during its end-stage fight against the “iron curtain.” For modern redress advocates, this kind of American self-interest in redress lies at the heart of Derrick Bell’s theory of interest-convergence—that a dominant power will countenance civil and human rights advances only when those gains simultaneously serve its larger political interests.

The near-unilateral prosecution of the Iraq war by the United States, its charged human rights abuses at Abu Ghraib, Guantanamo Bay, and secret detention centers, and its post-9/11 domestic civil liberties violations, has tarnished its reputation worldwide. And because it also has refused to engage recent national redress efforts, including reparations for African Americans, land reclamation for Native Americans, and self-
determination for Native Hawaiians, the United States has faced strong criticism about its legitimacy as a democracy that is genuinely committed to civil and human rights.

To reclaim legitimacy, an established democracy like the United States needs to demonstrate fealty to internationally respected precepts of democratic governance. In particular, the United States must heal the continuing wounds of injustice inflicted on its own people. Indeed, as revealed through the Japan-Ainu reparatory efforts discussed later, a democracy struggling for moral high ground under the glare of international criticism sometimes responds by advancing a national social healing initiative.

* * *

With roots in Japanese American redress and multidisciplinary insights into social group healing, deepened by human rights notions of reparatory justice, the Social Healing Through Justice framework is next employed to critique, and possibly guide, two ongoing redress initiatives. The first is the United States’ commitment to reconcile with Native Hawaiians. The second is Japan’s efforts to repair the persisting harms to indigenous Ainu. We employ the Four R’s to illuminate the salutary aspects and shortfalls of these halting yet recently rejuvenated initiatives and to highlight the strategic linkage of social healing initiatives to democratic legitimacy.

V. THE UNITED STATES’ COMMITMENT TO RECONCILE WITH NATIVE HAWAIIANS

When English Captain James Cook initiated Western contact with Hawai’i in 1778 and introduced foreign diseases, Native Hawaiians numbered around 800,000. By the late 1880s, the indigenous population plummeted to 40,000. Westerners also politically undermined the

224. See infra Section IV (addressing Native Hawaiian reconciliation).
225. Yamamoto, Serrano, & Rodriguez, African American Reparations, supra note 7, at 1291
226. Id. at 1294.
228. See id. Devastation “came not only through infection and disease, but through racial and legal discourse that crippled the will, confidence, and trust of the Kānaka Maoli as surely as leprosy and smallpox claimed their limbs and lives.” JONATHAN KAY KAMARAKIWI'OLE OSORIO, DISMEMBERING LĀHUI: A HISTORY OF THE HAWAIIAN NATION TO 1887 3 (2002).
229. Christian missionaries arrived in 1820 and encouraged Chiefless Ka’ahumanu to reject Hawaiian gods and centuries-old “kapu” (moral-legal) system. See KAMU’ELEIHIWA, supra note 227, at 166, 388. The missionaries endeavored to civilize the “heathen savages,” the “wretched creatures,” MARY KAWENA PUKUI, E.W. HAERTIG, M.D., & CATHERINE A. LEE, NĀNA I KE KUMU (LOOK TO THE SOURCE), VOLUME II 302 (1972). In 1848, the old, sophisticated order of a communal subsistence land tenure system was replaced by Western concepts of property ownership. See JON VAN DYKE, WHO OWNS THE CROWN LANDS OF HAWAI’I? 1 (2008); WALDO E. MARTIN & PATRICIA SULLIVAN, CIVIL
sovereign Hawaiian kingdom. The Hawaiian League, composed of *haole* (Caucasian) men,\(^{229}\) through threat of force, compelled King David Kalākaua to sign the Bayonet Constitution transferring much of his royal authority to white American businessmen.\(^{230}\)

In 1893, the internationally recognized sovereign Hawaiian nation was overthrown by the small group of American businessmen with the direct backing of the U.S. military.\(^{231}\) The quest for fertile plantation lands, tariff-free U.S. markets, political power, and military control fueled the coup.\(^{232}\) Queen Liliʻuokalani, who resisted, was imprisoned in her own palace.\(^{233}\) American President Grover Cleveland objected to what he called the “illegal” United States-aided overthrow, which he also characterized as an “act of war.”\(^{234}\) Out of his “desire to aid in the restoration of the status existing before the lawless landing of the United States forces at Honolulu,”\(^{235}\) he initiated support for Hawaiian sovereignty and the re-establishment of the Hawaiian nation by withdrawing a pending treaty for annexation.\(^{236}\)

But with the Pearl Harbor military base and vast acreage of sugar cane lands at stake, the next president, William McKinley, with strong American business support, pushed Congress to annex Hawai‘i by joint resolution (a defective means of annexation).\(^{237}\) Despite formal protest by the former

---


229. See Osorio, supra note 228, at 193.

230. See Van Dyke, supra note 228, at 123. This “allowed the whites political control without requiring that they swear allegiance to the king.” See Osorio, supra note 228, at 197.

231. See III Ralph Kuykendall, *The Hawaiian Kingdom* 587-88 (1967). By 1893, the population declined to 40,000. *Id.*


233. See Liliʻuokalani, *Hawaiʻi’s Story by Hawaiʻi’s Queen* 268-69 (1964).


235. *Id.*

236. *See id.*


238. “Proper” annexation involves a treaty and a vote of Congress. See U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
Queen and over twenty-one thousand Native Hawaiians—most of the adult Hawaiian population—the United States imposed American political governance over the islands and confiscated all Hawaiian government and royal lands.\textsuperscript{239} To justify their actions, American politicians and media badly mischaracterized Hawaiians as uncivilized heathens in need of civilizing influences.\textsuperscript{240} What followed was the continued separation of Native Hawaiians from the land, the suppression of Hawaiian culture, and the dislocation of families. The United States later acknowledged this “devastation” of indigenous Hawaiian life.\textsuperscript{241}

One hundred years later, amidst a Hawaiian cultural renaissance and intense political organizing for a return of sovereignty and homelands,\textsuperscript{242} and with support of religious leaders and a Democratic president, the United States finally acknowledged the harms of American colonization.\textsuperscript{243} The extraordinary 1993 Congressional Apology Resolution apologized for the role America played in the 1893 “illegal overthrow” of the Hawaiian nation\textsuperscript{244} and committed the United States to reconciliation to repair the resulting “devastation.”\textsuperscript{245}

The Apology Resolution’s commitment to redress reflected careful attention to the Social Healing Through Justice framework’s first and second R’s: (1) recognition of the physical, cultural, and economic damage

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{241} See Apology Resolution, Pub. L. No. 103-150, Nov. 23, 1993.
  \item \textsuperscript{242} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{243} See Apology Resolution, Pub. L. No. 103-150, Nov. 23, 1993. In November 1993, one hundred years after the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom, President William Clinton signed the Apology Resolution into law. See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{244} Id. Specifically, Congress, “on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the illegal overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii”
  \item \textsuperscript{245} Id. (“[Congress] expresses its commitment to acknowledge the ramifications of the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, in order to provide a proper foundation for reconciliation between the United States and the Native Hawaiian people.”).
\end{itemize}
REFRAMING REDRESS

of America’s colonization of Native Hawaiians; and (2) acceptance of responsibility by committing to a process of reconciliation.

The Apology Resolution recognized that the Hawai‘i state legislature had already expressed a firm commitment to reconcile with Native Hawaiians for misappropriating and mismanaging Hawaiian lands held in trust. And the Resolution’s inclusion of the United Church of Christ signaled the national Church’s acceptance of responsibility for its missionary role in the overthrow (with a $1.5 million payment and an apology).

In 1999, President Clinton’s administration further committed the United States to reconciliation, sending the Department of Interior and Department of Justice to Hawai‘i to hear testimony from hundreds of Native Hawaiians from all islands about what federal and state actions were needed next. The Departments’ Joint Reconciliation Report recommended that the government engage with Native Hawaiians and undertake affirmative acts to heal the persisting wounds of American injustice. Invoking language of moral responsibility, and drawing on the human rights principle of self-determination, the Report recommended reconstructing the relationship between indigenous Hawaiians and the

---

246. See id. ("Whereas, the long-range economic and social changes in Hawaii over the Nineteenth and early Twentieth Centuries have been devastating to the population and to the health and well-being of the Hawaiian people").

247. Through the Resolution, Congress “express[ed] its commitment . . . to provide a proper foundation for reconciliation between the United States and the Native Hawaiian people” and “recognize[ed] and commends efforts of reconciliation initiated by the State of Hawaii and the United Church of Christ with Native Hawaiians.” See id.


249. See YAMAMOTO, INTERRACIAL JUSTICE, supra note 112, at 211, 215. The Asian American United Church of Christ churches in Hawai‘i, comprised of former immigrants and descendents who had struggled against haole discrimination, also confessed “complicity” in the subordination of Hawai‘i’s indigenous people for a century following the overthrow. See id. Those Asian American churches helped move the UCC Hawai‘i Conference’s 120 multiracial churches to embark in the mid-1990s on a comprehensive, four-year reconciliation initiative encompassing apologies, healing ceremonies, payments of monetary reparations, land transfers, and the establishment of a Native Hawaiian community foundation. See id.


251. See id. According to John Berry (Department of the Interior) and Mark Van Norman (Office of Tribal Justice, for the Department of Justice), the Apology was the “first step in the healing process.” See id. In 1999, representatives of each Department consulted the Native Hawaiian communities on seven islands. On the main island of Oahu, several hundreds testified and 265 submitted written statements on topics ranging from sovereignty to community and economic development to health, education, and housing. See id.
United States by legislatively recognizing Native Hawaiian semi-independence (similar to the status of Native Americans). It also highlighted the need for *reparatory* government programs to repair the cultural and economic harms to Native Hawaiians.

The Report concluded that the “time has come for the United States Government and Native Hawaiians to join hands to repair the past and build a better future, based upon righteousness and justice, and guided by the spirit of healing and aloha to fulfill the goal of reconciliation.”

In both tone and content, the Report presaged the broad vision of reparatory justice of the Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples—repairing persisting damage through a combination of government, citizenry and native community support for indigenous culture and forms of knowledge, for the return of homelands, and for native control over social welfare, economic development, and political institutions.

Congress enacted *reparatory* legislation, beginning in the late 1980s, that accelerated after the Resolution through the early 2000s. It returned the island of Kaho‘olawe to Native Hawaiians, which the government had taken and long used for military bombing practice. It also reauthorized

---

252. See id.


254. Id.

255. See Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, supra note 136 (“Recognizing the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent rights of indigenous peoples which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to their lands, territories and resources.”).


257. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, supra note 136. The Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples recognizes that indigenous people have the right to self-determination that gives them the right to “freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural development.” Id.

258. According to Professor Haunani Kay-Trask, the colonizer possesses the power to dictate the terms of any agreements—including reconciliatory arrangements. It can choose whether it acknowledges the aggrieved parties’ complaints and will only act in its own self-interest during negotiations. See KAY-TRASK, supra note 241, at 104.

259. HAW. REV. STAT. § 6K (2007). See also VAN DYKE, supra note 228, at 269.
the Native Hawaiian Health Care Act, passed the Native Hawaiian Education Act and established and funded various Native Hawaiian Housing programs. The State of Hawai’i also stepped up its promotion of Hawaiian language in public schools and accelerated development of Hawaiian Homelands.

But then reconciliation efforts stalled. The United States expanded military operations on vast tracks of former Hawaiian government and royal lands. Following the lead of national think tanks, the Bush administration opposed federal and state Native Hawaiian programs as unlawful “racial preferences.” A conservative U.S. Supreme Court partially echoed that sentiment in Rice v. Cayetano in invalidating a Native Hawaiian-only voting requirement for trustees of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA). OHA had been created by state constitutional amendment to promote Native Hawaiian self-determination and serve as a


267. See Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U.S. 495 (2000) (holding that because the Office of Hawaiian Affairs is an agency of the state, the election of its trustees must be open to all Hawai’i citizens). In its decision, the U.S. Supreme Court not only misunderstood Hawaiian history, including colonization and the illegal overthrow, it also downplayed its role in the ordeal, leading to the breakdown of the current transformative relationship—psychological and political—with Native Hawaiians. See generally Gavin Clarkson, Recent Developments: Not Because They’re Brown, But Because of EA, Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U.S. 495 (2000), 24 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’y 921 (2001). By distorting Hawaiian history—presenting a limited account without accepting the United State’s responsibility for the events described—the Court denied Hawaiians a measure of self-governance. Hon & Yamamoto, Collective Memory, supra note 240, at 1774 (describing the Rice court’s distortion of history to imply that the overthrow was in fact “justified by Queen Lili’uokalani’s undemocratic actions”). See also Arakaki v. Lingle, 477 F.3d 1048 (2007) (Plaintiffs brought suit claiming that state programs administered through the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, the Hawaiian Homes Commission, and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs give special treatment to Native Hawaiians in violation of the Due Process and Equal Protection clauses).
“receptacle for reparations.”

Conservatives in Hawai‘i filed additional lawsuits to invalidate all state reparatory Native Hawaiian programs, including the allocation of Hawaiian homelands and the protection of Hawaiian culture. These suits first denied America’s history of colonization of Hawai‘i and then characterized indigenous Hawaiians as merely another racial group seeking special privileges. For instance, accepting the argument of an attorney associated with a conservative national advocacy group, a Ninth Circuit panel rejected a private Hawaiian school’s Hawaiian admissions policy as “reverse discrimination.”


269. See, Arakaki v. Lingle, 314 F.3d 1091 (9th Cir. 2002).


272. See Dooley & Pang, Kamehameha Schools Again Being Sued, supra note 270.

Kamehameha Schools was established in 1887 by will of Princess Bernice Pauahi Bishop. Her will, which directed her trustees “to devote a portion of each years income (from the land trust) to the support and education of orphans, and others in indigent circumstances, giving the preference to Hawaiians of pure or part aboriginal blood.” Ke Ali‘i Pauahi Bishop (1831-1834): Will and Codicils, Kamehameha Schools (last visited Apr. 29, 2008), available at http://www.ksbe.edu/pauahi/will.php. In both 2002 and 2003, federal lawsuits attacking Kamehameha Schools’ admissions policy—specifically whether its provision giving preference to Native Hawaiians is a race-based exclusion violating civil rights law—have been settled. In 2003, an anonymous plaintiff claimed that giving preference to Hawaiian applicants violates a federal statute prohibiting racial discrimination in private contracts, and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals struck down the policy. See Doe v. Kamehameha, 416 F.3d 1025 (9th Cir. 2005). The Ninth Circuit later reversed and upheld the admissions policy in an en banc decision in 2006. See Doe v. Kamehameha, 416 F.3d 1025 (9th Cir. 2006); Dooley & Pang, Kamehameha Schools Again Being Sued, supra note 270.

The plaintiffs’ attorneys have since filed another lawsuit on behalf of four new anonymous plaintiffs of non-Hawaiian descent who claim they qualified for admission, aside from their ancestry. See Craig Gima, Kamehameha Schools: Preference Policy Facing New Challenge: 4 Challenge Racial
The Bush Administration also opposed legislation creating a process for limited self-determination for Hawaiians under supervision of the U.S. Department of Interior.\textsuperscript{273} Despite passage of the Akaka Bill by the House, Senate Republicans charging racial discrimination blocked a floor vote on the bill.\textsuperscript{274}

Thus, sixteen years after the Apology Resolution and nine years after the Joint Reconciliation Report, the United States’ reparatory commitment teeters on the brink of overall failure despite initial progress on recognition and responsibility. The third and fourth R’s of the Social Healing Through Justice framework illuminate not only why, but also open a path for framing future action.

Without reconstruction and reparation, there will be no compelling sense of the kind of reparatory justice that fosters social healing—for Native Hawaiians and for American society. There will be no reconstruction of a meaningful form of Hawaiian governmental sovereignty demanded by Native Hawaiian people, no satisfactory return of Hawaiian lands, no clear protection of indigenous culture, no structure for economic self-determination—all human rights reparatory mandates in principle. Incomplete healing. A failing commitment to reconciliation. Continuing divisions in Hawai’i’s society.

The Hawai’i Supreme Court effectively acknowledged this very proposition in the 2008 case Office of Hawaiian Affairs v. Housing and Community Development Corporation of Hawaii.\textsuperscript{276} In its extraordinary ruling, the high court cited the state’s stalled commitment to reconciliation with Native Hawaiians as the reason for imposing a freeze on the state’s sale of former native lands now held in trust.\textsuperscript{277} For the first time, a court imposed major legal consequences onto a government’s reconciliation Preference, HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN, Aug. 7, 2008, available at http://archives.starbulletin.com/2008/08/07/news/story01.html.

\textsuperscript{273} See supra note 267 and accompanying text. (The former Clinton Administration supported the Bill.)


\textsuperscript{275} See VAN DYKE, supra note 228.

\textsuperscript{276} See OHA, 177 P.3d at 902. The Hawai’i Supreme Court ordered the governor to stop selling formerly native lands (now held in trust by the state in part for the benefit of Native Hawaiians) until indigenous Hawaiian reparation claims related to the lands are resolved through negotiation as part of the state’s legislative commitment to reconciliation.

commitment. The state cannot intone “reconciliation” to garner good graces and then abandon reparatory action when politically convenient. The state’s unfulfilled reconciliation commitment curtails the state’s power to do what it otherwise could legally do—sell lands it owns—until the government discharges its obligation to resolve reparation claims to those lands linked to the “illegal overthrow.” The language of reconciliation provides the conceptual and legal framework, while the messy yet essential grassroots political work at the ground level remains.

As the OHA Chair Haunani Apoliona recently observed,

> For too long, our ancestors . . . have waited for the United States [and state of Hawaii] . . . to make right the wrong that was committed in 1893, only to see the small steps taken for our benefit persistently attacked . . . Reconciliation has been an option thus far denied.  

But with the challenges abroad to the United States’ legitimacy as a democracy committed to civil and human rights, the United States has greater incentive to take Native Hawaiian reconciliation seriously. And the political winds of reparatory justice may be shifting with President Obama in office. As President-elect, Obama expressed deep concern about America’s loss of international stature. He also embraced the language of healing and bridge building.

278. The political resolution envisioned by the Hawai‘i Supreme Court would involve the state and representatives of a semi-sovereign entity of the Hawaiian people. See OHA, 177 P.3d at 892 n.7, 920, 923.


280. See supra Section IV.E.

281. See Renewing American Diplomacy, Foreign Policy, ObamaBiden, available at http://www.barackobama.com/issues/foreign_policy/index_campaign.php#diplomacy (“The United States is trapped by the Bush-Cheney approach to diplomacy that refuses to talk to leaders we don’t like. Not talking doesn’t make us look tough—it makes us look arrogant, it denies us opportunities to make progress, and it makes it harder for America to rally international support for our leadership. [W]e cannot make progress unless we can draw on strong international support.”).


> [I]f we simply retreat into our respective corners, we will never be able to come together and solve challenges . . . Working together we can move beyond some of our old racial wounds . . . . For the African-American community, th[e] path [of a more perfect union] means embracing the burdens of our past without becoming victims of our past. . . . [t] binding our particular grievances . . . to the larger aspirations of all Americans . . . . [a]nd . . . taking full responsibility for our own lives . . . . In the white community, the path to a more perfect union means acknowledging that what ails the African-American community does not just exist in the minds of black people; that the legacy of discrimination . . . are real and must be addressed. Not just with words, but with deeds . . . .”


Let us remember that it was a man from this state who first carried the banner of the Republican Party to the White House—a party founded on the values of self-reliance, individual liberty and national unity. Those are values we all share, and while the Democratic
Moreover, as a presidential candidate, Obama promised support for reconstructing the United States-Native Hawaiian relationship to protect Hawaiian reparatory programs and to create some form of indigenous Hawaiian self-governance. He observed that the “Akaka Bill” would “empower Native Hawaiians to . . . address the longstanding issues resulting from the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i.” Obama recited the democratic values underlying his support: “As Americans, we pride ourselves on safeguarding the practice and ideas of ‘liberty, justice, and freedom.’” By passing the Akaka Bill, which Obama deemed “important legislation,” we can continue this great American tradition [and] . . . fulfill this promise for Native Hawaiians.

Many uncertainties persist. What types of meaningful reconstruction and comprehensive and sustained reparation will comprise the kind of redress that genuinely heals Native Hawaiian communities, the state, and the country? The answers will turn in part on how Hawaiians themselves coalesce and on what political and economic climates yield domestically and internationally. The answers will also be shaped by how redress is framed. If justice is framed beyond simple payment of a debt, and if the American political winds continue to blow anew and international advocacy intensifies, then the aspiration for reconciliation, even though problematic, remains. And Social Healing Through Justice offers a language and approach for articulating, organizing around, and critiquing the kind of transformative justice that heals.


284. Id. (quoting Barack Obama).


285. Id.

286. Id.

VI. THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL SCRUTINY ON DOMESTIC REDRESS INITIATIVES:

THE REJUVENATED AINU-JAPAN SOCIAL HEALING EFFORTS

But what if proposed reparatory measures remain partial rather than comprehensive? What if a government and its mainstream populace express a desire to heal the wounds of the past but decline to recognize and act upon the full range of continuing psychological and material harms? How can redress advocates restart or accelerate the social healing process?

One response to these questions lies in how shifting geopolitical forces sometimes realign a democratic country’s otherwise reluctant interest in redressing its civil and human rights abuses. A country’s quest for enhanced international stature can shape that country’s evolving responses to redress claims. The halting yet rejuvenated indigenous Ainu and Japanese government redress initiative illuminates this dynamic, revealing how shifting geopolitical concerns influence Social Healing Through Justice. Applying the framework to the Ainu-Japan initiative offers insight into the future volatility as well as salutary potential of American reconciliation initiatives.

A. Legal Subordination and a Promise of Repair

1. Overview

Despite over a century of colonization—encompassing almost total confiscation of Ainu land, culture destruction and harsh discrimination—the Japanese government persistently denied that the Ainu were harmed as “indigenous people” with claims to human rights—that is, until 2008. After twenty-five years of Ainu organizing and agitation with the support of local leaders and international human rights scholars and advocates, following a local Japanese court’s acknowledgment of Ainu human rights and the 2007 United Nation’s Declaration on the Rights of

288. For the leading scholarship on Ainu issues, see Levin, Essential Commodities, supra note 23; Teruki Tsunemono, Constitutional and Legal Status of the Ainu in Japan: A National Report (presented at the XVIth Congress of the International Academy of Comparative Law, Brisbane, Australia, July 2002) (on file with authors); Hasegawa, supra note 256.

289. See Rice, supra note 256, at 3–7, 11.


Indigenous Peoples, the Japanese government formally recognized the Ainu as indigenous people in 2008. The Japanese government for the first time is contemplating sustained steps toward repairing some of the generations-long damage to the Ainu people. Yet many Ainu and others are wary—past initiatives have been piecemeal at best, and the national government still appears to reject human rights reparatory remedies. Indeed, many Ainu express a continuing need for Japan to fully acknowledge responsibility for the lasting harms of 100 years of colonization. Further, the Ainu are demanding a far wider and deeper program of reparations, including return of lands, economic self-sufficiency and partial restoration of self-governance. They worry that Japan’s recent pronouncement is less about Ainu justice and more about restoring Japan’s damaged international stature.

villages, two Ainu refused to surrender their land. See id. at 399. The Hokkaidō Land Expropriation Committee decided that the Hokkaidō Development Agency could sequester the land under the Eminent Domain Law. See id. at 400-01. The Ainu advocates sued. In 1997, the District Court found that the Committee’s decision to take Ainu land was illegal. See id. at 427. More significantly, the local court declared that the Ainu are the indigenous people of Hokkaidō. See id. at 420. The court noted that Ainu people have the right as indigenous people to the pursuit of happiness and the right to enjoy their culture as guaranteed by Article 13 of the Constitution of Japan and Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. See id. at 417-19. The Nibutani Dam Decision destroyed old Japanese narratives of a “homogenous Japan.” See Levin, Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 501. See generally Hom & Yamamoto, Collective Memory, supra note 240 (viewing historical perspectives as narratives).

The ultimate legal outcome, however, “rendered the legal content of Article 27 and the constitutional protections as mere rhetoric.” Georgina Stevens, More Than Paper: Protecting Ainu Culture and Influencing Japanese Dam Development, CULTURAL SURVIVAL QUARTERLY (Dec. 15, 2004), available at http://www.culturalsurvival.org/ourpublications/csq/article/more-than-paper-protecting-ainu-culture-and-influencing-japanese-dam-dev. The court chose not to stop dam construction because “public interest” mandated its completion. See Nibutani Dam decision. For an in-depth critique of the decision in context, see the seminal article by Professor Mark Levin, Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 455-66.


294. See infra Section VI.B.
295. See infra Section VI.A.
296. See Tsunemono, supra note 288.
297. See infra Section VI.
298. See Interview with Kenichi Ochiai, University of Hokkaido School of Law, at Honolulu, Haw. (Sept. 29, 2008) [hereinafter Interview with Kenichi Ochiai] (explaining that the young generation of Ainu are seeking land and political reform and not just monetary reparations).
2. History

The Ainu people have been harmed in the systemic ways that indigenous peoples throughout the world, like Native Hawaiians, have been damaged by former colonial powers. \(^{300}\) Colonization devastated their indigenous culture and language, exploited natural resources, appropriated land, undermined self-governance, and inflicted lasting psychological harms. \(^{301}\) Colonization also damaged modern Japanese society as evidenced by how the nation now professes a commitment to human rights. Japan’s Justice Ministry publicly reaffirmed this commitment as part of Japan’s current push to acquire a permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council. \(^{302}\) Yet, taking indigenous Ainu homelands, suppressing Ainu culture, and destroying economic and political self-governance are stark human rights violations. \(^{303}\)

Systemic racial discrimination is also a human rights violation, \(^{304}\) as is a government’s failure to remedy serious human rights harms. \(^{305}\) Even though courts almost never enforce a country’s human rights obligations, as mentioned earlier, highly publicized unredressed human rights abuses damage a country’s stature as a democracy in the eyes of international communities. \(^{306}\)

300. ALBERT MEMMI, THE COLONIZER AND THE COLONIZED (1965). The Ainu were rooted to the lands of northern Japan before recorded time. See Rice, Ainu Submergence and Emergence, supra note 256, at 4. A distinct people with their own religion, language, culture, and law inherently and harmoniously connected to nature, they depended on their environment. See Tsunemono, supra note 288. Like many indigenous groups, Ainu livelihood consisted of hunting, fishing, and gathering. See id. For centuries, the Ainu and Japan’s dominant Wajin engaged in prosperous trade and occasional warfare. See id. But these societal practices played out on a field of perceived inequality.

301. See MEMMI, THE COLONIZER AND THE COLONIZED, supra note 300. In 1868, the long-term Japanese colonization project commenced. Foreigners arrived to establish agriculture and industry in the area. See Rice, Ainu Submergence and Emergence, supra note 256, at 5. The Hokkaidō Colonization Office consulted with American advisors from the Bureau of Indian affairs to draft administrative policy and encouraged Wajin to settle Hokkaidō and forced the Ainu to infertile or marshy land. See id. at 4-5.

Changes to the landscape forced change upon the people. Ainu men were “advised” to shave their bears and tie back their hair. See id. Women were banned from applying traditional blue facial tattoos. See id. Laws limited Ainu rights to natural resources—including their ceremonial annual catch of salmon—and the Japanese exploitation of resources led to starvation in many villages. See id. The Ainu battled disease, debt, violence, and poverty. See id. Traditional knowledge, language, cultural practices broke down, and suicide became a common fate. See SIDDELL, RACE, RESISTANCE AND THE Ainu, supra note 23, at 67. The Ainu’s way of life as they once knew it nearly vanished within a couple of generations. See id. at 59.


303. See generally Anaya, supra note 198.


305. See id.

306. See Yamamoto, Kim & Holden, American Reparations Theory and Practice, supra note 12, at
Following the controversial Nibutani Dam Decision and Japan’s assent to the U.N. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and with a supportive prime minister, Japan’s Parliament in 1997 repealed the oppressive 1899 Ainu Assimilation Act (“Hokkaidō Former Aborigines Protection Act”). The Parliament enacted the limited Ainu Cultural Promotion Act.

Yet, until very recently, there has been little sense of a genuine Ainu-Japan redress and no satisfactory healing of the persisting wounds of historic colonization. That is why some can say, “It is the modern Japanese state that . . . usurped our land, destroyed our culture, and deprived us of our language under the euphemism of assimilation”—and the Ainu are still seeking justice.

This is why another Ainu justice advocate would say:

The Ainu are Japan’s dirty secret. They are referred to as “former aborigines” a hidden shame that threatens to disrupt Japan’s colonial myth of cultural [and ethnic] uniformity.

Even though culture is important, “the Ainu Cultural Protection Law failed to recognize land or resource rights, or indigenous representation in central or local government . . . . [T]he Ainu are struggling for recognition of fishing and forestry rights, and the creation of the ‘Ainu Independence Fund.’” The Culture Protection law “only supports the protection of Ainu cultural artifacts and language . . . [mostly by] non-indigenous anthropologists and linguists.”

By deliberately refusing to recognize the Ainu as an “indigenous people” the 1997 Culture Promotion law strips the Ainu of indigenous human rights to self-governance, economic development, cultural perpetuation and to reclaim homelands.

63-64.

307. See supra note 292.


309. See Levin, Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 437, 467-68.


313. Id.

314. Id.

315. See id.
The 2006 U.N. Special Reporter on Racism supported the critical assertions of Ainu justice advocates. The Reporter found that today’s Ainu face continuing discrimination in employment, housing, and education which drastically affect their daily lives as well as their long-term prospects. The Reporter also indicated that this discrimination is an extension of the long-standing colonialist characterization of the Ainu as less civilized and less worthy—they were called “incestuous people, living in holes and nests, who ‘drink blood,’ have supernatural animal-like physical powers” (the kind of typical characterization of indigenous people that all colonial powers deployed to legitimate land conquest).

Yet, there is another compelling reason for critical sentiments. Something more is at stake than inequality. International courts recognize systemic racial discrimination as a human rights violation. Highly-publicized unredressed human rights abuses damage a country’s stature as a democracy in the eyes of international communities. Japanese society itself has been damaged because the nation professes its commitment to

---


317. Citing to the 1999 Hokkaidō survey, the Diene report noted that just over twenty-eight percent of people interviewed experienced or knew someone who had experienced discrimination. See id. One Ainu scholar describes the two Ainu “strategies” publicized in the report:

One is that educating the general population about the Ainu is the key to tackling discrimination; many Japanese, especially on the main island, do not know anything about the Ainu. Second, it is crucial that the Ainu are recognized as an indigenous people. The Law for the Promotion of the Ainu Culture and for the Dissemination and Advocacy for the Traditions of the Ainu and the Ainu Culture of 1997, which only promotes Ainu culture, is not sufficient in this respect.

Uzawa, supra note 316. Ainu experience discrimination most often at school, the workplace, and in finding a marriage partner. See Tsunemono, supra note 288. Discrimination against Ainu children at school potentially affects the entire family at home—sometimes “forcing” the family to move to another region. See id. Although the persistence of the most virulent discrimination has subsided and the younger generations have become proud of their heritage, Professor Mutsuo Nakamura of Hokkaidō University observes that discrimination has compelled many Ainu to continue to hide their identity, even from their own families. See Hasegawa, supra note 256, at 4. The census population of 24,000 Ainu in Japan includes only those who declare their Ainu ancestry, but a better estimate is 30,000 to 50,000. See Diene Report, supra note 316, at 5.

318. Id.


human rights. Japan’s Justice Ministry publicly reaffirmed this commitment as part of Japan’s current push to acquire a permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council.\textsuperscript{322} What is at stake is Japan’s apparent failure to live up to its promise of redress.\textsuperscript{323} Like the United States and State of Hawai’i’s treatment of Native Hawaiians, this shortfall reflects an incomplete or even failing effort at Social Healing Through Justice. It also reveals an as yet unrealized and increasingly shaky commitment to democracy through human rights. The Four R’s of Social Healing Through Justice help explore this over-arching failure to date and its consequences, and they provide a way to chart a future strategic path.

\textbf{B. A Reparatory Justice Critique}

Until mid-2008, the Japanese government refused to recognize the Ainu as an indigenous people. The 1997 Culture Promotion Law deliberately omitted that acknowledgment—it aimed solely to respect Ainu ethnicity.\textsuperscript{324} That omission of indigenous status erected a major obstacle to social healing: it represented the denial of the Ainu’s unique identity and their standing as a native people among world communities.\textsuperscript{325} That omission meant that the Ainu, treated as an ethnic minority, could only legally pursue claims of discrimination (unequal treatment) against the government.\textsuperscript{326} The Ainu could not claim, as indigenous people, the denial of a right to self-governance or reclaim lands and resources and to preserve culture. This stands in contrast to the Native Hawaiians, whose indigeneity was recognized by state and federal governments.\textsuperscript{327} The Ainu lacked standing to claim restoration of some meaningful form of their ancestral “iwore."\textsuperscript{328} No recognition of indigenous status meant little acknowledgment of what matters and little chance of genuine social healing.

The government’s refusals to recognize also reflected a denial of responsibility for the full range of long-term harms to the Ainu. Japan’s 1997 Culture Promotion law only committed to promoting certain aspects of Ainu culture, unlike the United States’ comprehensive Joint Reconciliation report which committed the United States to healing the multi-dimensional wounds of Native Hawaiians.\textsuperscript{329} Japan’s 1997 law encouraged a rebirth of Ainu language, fostered the search for former Ainu

\textsuperscript{322} See Hiroko Tabuchi, supra note 302.
\textsuperscript{323} See supra Introduction.
\textsuperscript{324} See Levin, Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 467-68.
\textsuperscript{325} See Yunkaporta, supra note 312.
\textsuperscript{326} See supra notes 164, 199.
\textsuperscript{327} See supra notes 201-206 (describing indigenous rights to land, welfare and self-governance).
\textsuperscript{328} See infra note 399 (describing the significance of the “iwore” to Ainu communities).
\textsuperscript{329} See Culture Promotion Law, supra note 310.
communal lands, and helped locate and preserve Ainu artifacts.\textsuperscript{330} These are all positive developments. But the 1997 law denied responsibility for restoring formerly productive Ainu lands—originally taken to expand Japan’s territory and later to foster national economic growth—or for placing similar lands into an Ainu trust.\textsuperscript{331} It also denied responsibility for assuring access for traditional cultural practices (like forestry and salmon fishing), for guaranteeing the Ainu a political voice in the national government, and for assuring Ainu local control over culture and economic development.\textsuperscript{332}

Equally important, Japan avoided taking responsibility for characterizing the Ainu as inferior and unworthy—cultural characterizations that historically legitimated colonization.\textsuperscript{333} Collectively, even with the 1974 Utari Welfare Measures Act\textsuperscript{334} and recent payments to some Ainu individuals whose land was taken (lands undervalued as of the time of taking, not according to present value),\textsuperscript{335} they reflect Japan’s failure to accept responsibility for sustained, systemwide harms.

The failures of full recognition and responsibility explain, but do not excuse, why there have been inadequate efforts to reconstruct the Japan-Ainu political relationship. (The Ainu people are no longer concentrated in one area; the same is true for Native Hawaiians).\textsuperscript{336} And some, because of discrimination, feel compelled to hide their Ainu ancestry—as was the case for indigenous Hawaiians.\textsuperscript{337} However, an indigenous peoples’ claims to some form of self-governance (or at a minimum, representation in a national government) are not dependent on all living in one locale—

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{330} Interview with Ken’ichi Ochiai, supra note 298.
  \item \textsuperscript{331} See Culture Promotion Law, supra note 310.
  \item \textsuperscript{332} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{333} By asserting these ostensible differences between groups, portraying one as valuable and the other as less, and then generalizing this hierarchy to the entire “lesser” group, the colonizer characterizes the colonized as the inferior “other” and thereby justifies its privilege over or violence towards the colonized. In essence, race is used to legitimate an act of economic and political conquest. See Albert Memmi, \textit{Attempt at a Definition, in Dominated Man: Notes Toward a Portrait} 186 (1968); Memmi, \textit{The Colonizer and the Colonized}, supra note 300; Robert A. Williams, Jr., \textit{Documents of Barbarism: The Contemporary Legacy of European Racism and Colonialism in the Narrative Traditions of Federal Indian Law}, 31 Ariz. L. Rev. 237, 262 (1989) (applying Memmi’s framework to Native Americans); Amicus Brief of the Japanese American Citizens League of Hawai’i-Honolulu Chapter, Centro Legal De La Raza, and the Equal Justice Society in Support of Defendants-Appellees’ Petition for Rehearing En Banc, Doe v. Kamehameha (No. 03-00316-ACK), at 8-9, available at \textit{http://www.ksbbe.edu/pdf/amicus_ejs.pdf}. (applying Memmi’s framework to Native Hawaiians); Barnard, supra note 287, at 14-26.
  \item \textsuperscript{335} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{336} Interview with Ken’ichi Ochiai, supra note 298.
  \item \textsuperscript{337} See Diene Report, supra note 316, at 5, 9.
\end{itemize}
especially when ancestral lands were taken and people dispersed.\footnote{338}{See generally Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, supra note 136.}

In light of the history of Ainu disenfranchisement and economic dispossession, Ainu advocates requested guaranteed Ainu national political representation\footnote{339}{See [Ainu Shinpō] (Translation of principal draft, as proposed by Ainu Association of Hokkaidō in May 1984), \textit{available in} \textsc{Siddle}, supra note 23, at 196-200.}—but this was rejected.\footnote{340}{The Ainu Independence Fund, requested by Ainu people to provide a self-governed economic base was also rejected.\footnote{341}{In addition, recent calls for a national law explicitly prohibiting racial discrimination against the Ainu and others as a means for reconstructing group relationships in Japanese society\footnote{342}{See \textit{Ainu Shinpō}, supra note 339.} stalled indefinitely.\footnote{343}{Nor has there been a full genuine official national apology.}\textsc{Levin}, \textit{Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 467.}\textsc{Yungaporta, supra note 312.}}}

The Ainu Independence Fund, requested by Ainu people to provide a self-governed economic base was also rejected.\footnote{341}{In addition, recent calls for a national law explicitly prohibiting racial discrimination against the Ainu and others as a means for reconstructing group relationships in Japanese society\footnote{342}{See \textit{Ainu Shinpō}, supra note 339.} stalled indefinitely.\footnote{343}{Nor has there been a full genuine official national apology.}\textsc{Levin}, \textit{Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 467.}\textsc{Yungaporta, supra note 312.}} In addition, recent calls for a national law explicitly prohibiting racial discrimination against the Ainu and others as a means for reconstructing group relationships in Japanese society\footnote{342}{See \textit{Ainu Shinpō}, supra note 339.} stalled indefinitely.\footnote{343}{Nor has there been a full genuine official national apology.} Nor has there been a full genuine official national apology.

The regional Hokkaidō government has taken some positive steps in response to Ainu organizing. Some original Ainu land names have been restored.\footnote{344}{\textsc{Levin}, \textit{Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 467.}} Ainu language is promoted, festivals held, and high school curriculum on the Ainu taught.\footnote{345}{\textsc{Yungaporta, supra note 312.}}

Nevertheless, without national and local reconstruction of political and economic relationships to respond to the systemic harms of colonialism, there will not likely be the kind of justice that fosters social healing. Without engagement at all levels of government and throughout the community, reconstruction will likely be temporary or illusory—and the pain, dislocation, and social division will persist. The reconstruction dimension of social healing highlights these consequences of government inaction (or incomplete action).

Reparations, as they overlap with reconstruction, are essential to healing to ensure that the reconciliation process is more than empty political words.\footnote{346}{\textsc{Yamamoto, Interracial Justice, supra note 112, at 203. See also Ana Filipa Vrdoljak, Reparations for Cultural Loss, Reparations for Indigenous Peoples: International and Comparative Law Perspectives in \textsc{Reparations for Indigenous Peoples: International and Comparative Law Perspectives} 198 (F. Lenzerini ed., 2008).}\textsc{Levin}, \textit{Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 468.}\textsc{Yungaporta, supra note 312.}} Japan’s 1997 Cultural Promotion law promoted aspects of Ainu culture to repair the damage of past cultural suppression.\footnote{347}{\textsc{Yamamoto, Interracial Justice, supra note 112, at 203. See also Ana Filipa Vrdoljak, Reparations for Cultural Loss, Reparations for Indigenous Peoples: International and Comparative Law Perspectives in \textsc{Reparations for Indigenous Peoples: International and Comparative Law Perspectives} 198 (F. Lenzerini ed., 2008).}} But, unlike the continuing piecemeal Congressional efforts at reparation for Native Hawaiians, this is where the reparatory efforts stopped. No restoration of productive ancestral lands (either directly to individuals or
into a native trust) or fair compensation for takings.\textsuperscript{348} Little or no control over,\textsuperscript{349} or benefit from, formerly native resources.\textsuperscript{350}

The Japanese government failed to create an Independence Fund to support Ainu businesses and economic development,\textsuperscript{351} provide direct support for Ainu access to higher education,\textsuperscript{352} or even offer direct symbolic payments to Ainu families (every surviving Japanese American wrongfully imprisoned by the United States during World War II received a presidential apology and a $20,000 symbolic payment).\textsuperscript{353}

The Four R’s of Social Healing Through Justice thus offer a framework for ascertaining why Japan’s repair efforts through mid-2008 have been experienced as starkly incomplete and insufficient. The wounds persist. Although individually important, the efforts do not form a comprehensive, sustained, and systemwide program of repair for the lasting damage of indigenous Ainu subordination. Similar to United States-Native Hawaiian reconciliation efforts in the 1990s, what appeared to be a good start in 1997 toward peaceable and productive Japan-Ainu relations ended prematurely, or at least stalled, far short of generating the kind of resonance of “justice done” that fosters social healing.

Yet, as discussed in the next section, human rights organizing and lobbying from many geopolitical directions in the summer of 2008 pushed the Ainu back into governmental consciousness and compelled Japan to reverse course. Japan’s parliament for the first time acknowledged the Ainu as indigenous people and partially opened new doors to future social healing.\textsuperscript{354}

In doing so, it raised new questions about Social Healing Through Justice. Will Japan fully recognize Ainu human rights? Will Ainu lives improve, spiritually and materially? More broadly, what will the Ainu-Japan reparatory landscape look like at the turn of the second decade of the millennium as Japan seeks to temper China’s growing economic and military power,\textsuperscript{355} to regularize relations with North and South Korea,\textsuperscript{356}

\textsuperscript{348} Cf. Ainu Shinpō, supra note 339.
\textsuperscript{349} Cf. id.
\textsuperscript{350} Cf. id.
\textsuperscript{351} Cf. id.; see also Yunkaporta, supra note 312.
\textsuperscript{352} Cf. Ainu Shinpō, supra note 339.
\textsuperscript{354} See infra Section VI.
\textsuperscript{355} “As China speeds towards economic parity with the Japanese heavyweight, competition for resources and markets is growing. Both wish to match their economic prowess with leading roles in world diplomacy.” China & Japan Rival Giants: Introduction, BBC NEWS, Mar. 8, 2006, available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/spl/hi/asia_pac/05/china_japan/html/introduction.stm.
\textsuperscript{356} Since 1998, when South Korean President Kim Dae Jung visited Japan and proposed building a new bilateral relationship, Japan and South Korea have sporadically pursued a joint goal of: 1) promotion of investment; 2) promotion of trade; and 3) promotion of cultural exchange. As a result, the two governments set up the 21st Century Japan-Korea Economic Relations Study Team. IPPEI YAMAZAWA, TOWARD CLOSER JAPAN-KOREA ECONOMIC RELATIONS IN THE 21ST CENTURY (2000), http://www.ide.go.jp/English/Lecture/Sympo/pdf/kankoku_soron.pdf.
and to solidify its international influence on the U.N. Security Council? Because the Ainu-Japan healing thus far has consisted of a delayed recognition of Ainu indigeneity, limited acceptance of Japan’s responsibility for healing, and minimal attempts at reconstruction and reparation, the Social Healing Through Justice framework points toward incomplete and possibly failing redress. Yet, the framework also underscores prospects for rejuvenation. It indicates that Japan’s concern for democratic legitimacy in the face of strong international criticism of its unredressed human rights abuses may trigger important advances in redress. That dynamic emerged into public view in mid-2008.

C. Geopolitical Redress Dynamics:

Legitimacy as a Democracy Committed to Civil and Human Rights?

In 2008, geopolitical forces triggered what may become a major shift in Ainu-Japan political relations. As Japan lobbied for a permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council and an expanded military presence in Asia, it faced heated criticism from neighboring countries and American organizations about its dismal record of human rights abuses and its refusal to address continuing harms. Amid this human rights clamor, and with Japanese leaders’ rhetoric of healing as backdrop, Ainu calls for justice gained political traction. In May 2008, thousands of Ainu demonstrated in Tokyo, demanding recognition of the Ainu as an indigenous people. Hideo Akibe, a leading Ainu rights campaigner and protest organizer, set the political tone:

Japan can set a good example for the entire planet . . . . It has taken a long time to get where we are. I mean Japan is a country that has not very smart lawmakers who say it is a racially homogenous nation. But for us, [being recognized as indigenous] is just the beginning.


358. See infra Section V.C.

359. See infra Section VI (discussing Japan’s incomplete reparatory efforts); Takehiko Kambayashi, Hokkaido’s Ethnic Tribe Gets Recognition, WASHINGTON TIMES, Aug. 8, 2008, http://www.washtingtontimes.com/news/2008/aug/8/hokkaidos-ethnic-tribe-gets-recognition; Erik Larson, Zachary Johnson and Monique Murphy, Emerging Indigenous Governance: Ainu Rights at the Intersection of Global Norms and Domestic Institutions, 33 ALTERNATIVES 53, 72 (2008) (the government “was taking an increasing interest in Ainu issues because ‘they recognized the international circumstances about indigenous people.’”).

360. See Excerpts from Japan PM’s Apology, supra note 106 (then-Prime Minister Koizumi invoked the language of reconciliation in reaction to claims of Japan’s historical human rights abuses). See generally Sheu, Clash of Asia’s Titans, supra note 106.


Building on years of organizing against rejection, that protest preceded by two months of the internationally scrutinized 2008 Group of Eight Summit—a convening of the world’s eight economic powers in the Ainu’s former homeland of Hokkaidō. The 2008 Summit planned to focus on not only economic planning but also issues integral to Ainu lands and culture, including climate change and environmental sustainability. A new generation of Ainu advocates and international groups stepped up criticism of Japan’s Ainu human rights record.

Then, in a startling apparent pre-emptive maneuver one month before the Summit, Japan’s parliament unanimously passed a resolution recognizing the Ainu as an “indigenous people with a distinct language, religion and culture.” In light of Japan’s history of official statements characterizing the Japanese as a homogenous people and denying Ainu indigeneity, this recognition was met with both welcome and skepticism.

Chief Cabinet Secretary Nobutaka Machimura officially embraced the Resolution in the language of ethnic equality, indicating that the Japanese “government would like to solemnly accept the historical fact that many Ainu people were discriminated against and forced into poverty with the advancement of modernization, despite being legally equal to [Japanese] people.” Critics, however, asserted that Machimura’s “studiously vague” words failed to reflect any major change in the government’s negative position on Ainu human rights. Indeed, Machimura revealed that Japan

363. The G8 Summit members are France, Germany, United States, Britain, Italy, Japan, Canada, and Russia. Generally, the Summit focuses primarily on economic concerns. Recently, the forum expanded to include global warming and other environmental issues. See New York Times Com, Group of 8, http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/g/group_of_eight.

364. See id.

365. Interview with Ken‘ichi Ochiai, supra note 298.

366. Ainu minzoku wo senyuuminzoku to surukoto wo motomeru ketsugi [Resolution to Recognize the Ainu as an Indigenous People], H20.6.6, 169th Sess., available at http://www.ipsnews.net/search.shtml (search performed for “indigenous people”) (last visited Sept. 17, 2008). This was the Diet’s first resolution addressing the Ainu people.

367. In October 2005, Japan’s foreign minister, Aso Taro, reiterated Nakasone’s sentiments on behalf of Japan, declaring Japan to be “one nation, one civilization, one language, one culture, and one race. There is no other nation [with such characteristics].” Rice, supra note 256, at 10.


369. Id.


371. The government historically denied that the Ainu are an indigenous people. Recent Prime Minister Nakasone referred to Japan as an ethnically “homogenous” nation. See Rice, supra note 256, at 2.
rejected the approach to defining “indigenous people” adopted by the U.N. General Assembly through the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Others observed that Machimura, and the Resolution itself, was silent on issues of primary Ainu concern, including Ainu land claims and a full government apology. Still others voiced mixed sentiments. A leader of the Ainu Association of Hokkaidō conveyed appreciation, but observed that “[the parliamentary resolution] offers no legal protection, and carries no obligations for the state.”

In July 2008, the Japanese government, to avoid the prospect of “all words and no action,” and to follow the Resolution’s dictates, established the “Advisory Panel of Eminent Persons on Policies for the Ainu People” to formulate national and local government Ainu policies. Addressing a primary Ainu concern, Machimura advised the Panel that the government “would like to work for the establishment of a new comprehensive policy toward the Ainu by referring to related articles of the U.N. Declaration [on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples].” After conducting on-site studies in Hokkaidō and remaining Ainu communities, the panel planned to issue a report to the Chief Cabinet Secretary in 2009.

372. See, e.g., Ito, Diet Officially Declares Ainu Indigenous, supra note 368.
373. See Makino, supra note 361. Although the Resolution referred to the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Resolution did not mention the Declaration’s treatment of land claims or economic self-sufficiency. The Resolution recited:

The government would like to take this opportunity to promptly put the following policies into motion:

1. Using the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples the government will approve that the Ainu people are indigenous people of Northern Islands of Japan, largely Hokkaido, and that they are a people that have their own language, religion, culture and individuality.

2. Because the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples has been resolved, the government will use examples of associated rules and the advice of knowledgeable parties to review the measures that have already been proposed for the Ainu People and establish comprehensive new policies.

Resolution to Recognize the Ainu as an Indigenous People, supra note 366. According to Professor Hideaki Uemura, an expert in indigenous peoples’ rights, “[t]he resolution is weak in the sense of recognizing historical facts,” Ito, Diet Officially Declares Ainu Indigenous, supra note 368, and fails to refer to Ainu land compensation claims or an official apology. See Resolution to Recognize the Ainu as an Indigenous People, supra note 366.

374. An 80-year-old Ainu woman expressed: “I’m glad to learn the resolution [passed, but] I’d also like the government to apologize and make way for the sake of the Ainu people.” Kambayashi, supra note 359. Also, the Indigenous Peoples Summit in Ainu Mosir 2008 declared that “[the Japanese government] should issue an official apology to the Ainu people in clear language in a public forum.” Id.

375. See, e.g., Onishi, Recognition for a People Who Faded as Japan Grew, supra note 370 (quoting Yasuko Yamamichi, who runs an Ainu language school, refer to the recognition as “empty”).
379. Ito, Panel Begins Process, supra note 377; Panel Urges Laws to Assist Ainu, Preserve
The Panel’s eight members were indeed eminent persons. Its head was Koji Sato, a Kyoto University constitutional law professor and member of the House of Representatives. Sato declared that the Panel would emphasize understanding “accurately what the Ainu people truly wish for” and that “the most important starting point is to have the public accurately understand the history and grasp the situation of the Ainu.”

As a result of colonial Japan’s suppression of Ainu culture and confiscation of Ainu lands, the Japanese public knows little about Ainu or its history of injustice. Narratives of a singular homogenous Wajin culture have persisted.

Why, then, did the parliament’s Resolution recognizing Ainu indigeneity, with its potential and problems, suddenly emerge in the summer of 2008? Why did the government appoint eminent lawyers, educators, politicians, and cultural specialists, all of whom were instructed

---


382. Panel to Propose Measures, supra note 378.

383. Ito, Panel Begins Process to Rectify Ainu Woes, supra note 377. Specifically, during the Meiji period, the Japanese colonized Hokkaidō and the northern islands and tried to force the Ainu to assimilate as “Japanese.” The Ainu were forbidden to speak their own language, restricted in their hunting and fishing, and banned from wearing traditional earrings and facial tattooing, and they eventually lost much of their land. See Levin, Essential Commodities, supra note 23, at 435-38, 464; Onishi, Recognition for a People Who Faded as Japan Grew, supra note 370; Ito, Diet Officially Declares Ainu Indigenous, supra note 368.

As a result, many Ainu had to hide their ethnicity in order to avoid discrimination and grew up ashamed of their background. See Kambayashi, supra note 359. Ainu family, social, and cultural traditions were destroyed, and many Ainu fell into debt, alcoholism, and committed suicide. Japanese and Americans who were aware of the Ainu often referred to the Ainu as a “dying” or “disappearing” race. See Rice, supra note 256, at 5.

384. Interview with Ken’ichi Ochiai, supra note 298. See also Levin, supra note 23, at 467 (“[The current Culture Promotion Law] rejected all aspects of the New Ainu Law pertaining to issues such as self-determination, special representation, access to natural resources, economic autonomy, and anti-discrimination, leaving only the thinnest crescent of cultural promotion and dissemination of information about the Ainu to the Wajin-Japanese.”) (emphasis added).

The Panel’s report reflected many of these concerns, asserting that the Japanese government bore a “strong responsibility” for restoring Ainu culture and suggesting remedial legislation, such as utilizing natural resources in a way that would facilitate traditional Ainu practices, expanding the scope of government aid to the Ainu beyond Hokkaido, and establishing public parks to increase the Japanese public’s knowledge and appreciation of the Ainu. Panel Urges Laws to Assist Ainu, supra note 379.
to employ the lens of the U.N. Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples in crafting what may be effective reparatory initiatives for the Ainu? Was their appointment a step toward genuine social healing? Or was it more a government ploy to dampen the kind of human rights criticism that occurred before the G8 Summit—criticism that might further damage Japan’s international stature at a time when Japan is endeavoring to expand its worldwide influence in the face of perceived threats to its economy and security? Or was it a reflection of enlightened self-interest (an interest convergence)—a sense that human rights norms, even if unenforceable in courts of law, are transforming what societies are coming to view as right and just and are beginning to shape international perceptions of what constitutes a genuine democracy committed to human rights? Or a bit of both?

Hideaki Uemura, an expert on indigenous peoples’ rights, perceived that Japan’s quest for an influential international voice pushed policymakers to dramatically alter their approach to the Ainu. Japan, “which aspires to a permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council, has already come to an international stage where they have to acknowledge [the fact that they denied diversity and multiculturalism].” According to Panel Expert Professor Tsunemoto, the G8 Summit provided the needed political leverage for Ainu advocates. Other observers noted that “Japan did not want any protests to detract from the high-profile gathering” and that “the Ainu’s lack of recognition could have proved embarrassing for Japan’s government.”

Human rights pressure also appeared to influence Japan’s actions. The United Nations named 1995-2004 the “International Decade of the World’s Indigenous People” and adopted the Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2007. The Declaration, which Japan supported with reservations, established each country’s obligation to accept responsibility for the human rights harms it inflicted on indigenous peoples, and it did so

385. See Kambayashi, supra note 359, at 1. See also Larson, Johnson & Murphy, supra note 359, at 72 (the government “was taking an increasing interest in Ainu issues because ‘they recognized the international circumstances about indigenous people.’”).

386. See Kambayashi, supra note 359, at 1.


389. See Onishi, Recognition for a People Who Faded as Japan Grew, supra note 370.


391. Rice, supra note 256, at 8.
within a framework of reparatory justice.\footnote{See supra Section III.C.} Ainu advocates and supporting international organizations decried Japan’s hypocrisy in publicly supporting the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples while refusing to acknowledge Ainu indigeneity and commit to reparatory action.\footnote{See Jean M. Downey, \textit{Ainu Leader Tadashi Kato on the UN’s 2007 Resolution on Indigenous Rights}, Oct. 15, 2007, KJELD, http://www.ikjeld.com/japannews/00000525.php (describing the Japanese government’s stance as a “slippery take which allows Japan to align with the high ground of the Declaration, but also to skirt the issue of its own policies towards the Ainu people”).} The pressure mounted.

In reaction, Japan’s parliament passed its 2008 Resolution recognizing Ainu indigeneity and called into play reparatory remedies for injustice. Or did it? Although citing the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Japan’s leaders disavowed its direct applicability to the Ainu. Repeating Japan’s reservation in signing the Declaration, they observed that the Declaration embraces group rights while Japan’s Constitution protects only individual rights.\footnote{See id.; Interview with Ken’ichi Ochiai, supra note 298.} In doing so, the political leaders raised prospects of Japan by later claiming that the Ainu are not entitled to the Declaration’s self-determination remedies because the Ainu are not “that kind of indigenous people.” But this speculation may never materialize in the Advisory Panel’s anticipated comprehensive reparatory recommendations that are to be guided by the Declaration.\footnote{Another factor contributing to the Resolution may have been the Japan-Russia dispute over the four Kuril Islands - Kunashiri, Etorofu, Shikotan and Habomai - known in Japan as the “Northern Territories.” Rice, supra note 256, at 10. Neither Japan nor Russia denies that the Ainu were the first to live on the islands, but both governments claim the islands without reference to the Ainu. See Fogarty, supra note 387. However, experts now believe that the Ainu may give Japan a strategic advantage over Russia. Because “the Russian government has indicated a willingness to negotiate with Ainu in returning the southern Kuriles to Ainu as the indigenous inhabitants of the islands,” the Japanese government “would gain leverage in bargaining with Russia for transfer of the islands if Ainu are granted status as Japan’s Indigenous People.” Ann-Elise Lewallen, \textit{Indigenous at Last! Ainu Grassroots Organizing and the Indigenous Peoples Summit in Ainu Mosir}, \textit{The Asian Pacific Journal: Japan Focus}, Vol. 48-6-08 (2008), available at http://www.japanfocus.org/-ann_elise_lewallen/2971.}

How do justice advocates and governments simultaneously guide and assess the Ainu-Japan path forward? In concept and on the ground? These questions return us to the significance of analytical tools for guiding and critiquing redress initiatives.

\section*{D. A Strategic Path Toward Social Healing}

The Social Healing Through Justice framework enables Ainu justice advocates and supporters to strategically assert, and policymakers to grasp, that despite intermittent progress, the attempt to repair the damage to the Ainu people and to Japanese society itself to foster reconciliation will ultimately be judged unsatisfactory or even a failure unless the Japanese
government and people undertake significant additional *reconstructive* and *reparatory* steps soon.

Equally important, the framework predicts that if Japan’s Ainu social healing efforts fail, and Japan’s reconciliation/reparations initiatives involving other groups or countries similarly stall or fail,396 then Japan will have far greater difficulty on the global stage to claim full standing as a democracy committed to human rights. It will not be able to fully assert the moral authority needed to become a major player on matters of global security and economic development.397

This assessment of Japan’s flagging international moral stature as a democracy committed to civil and human rights provides strategic insight into Native Hawaiian and African American redress claims. America’s moral standing has been badly damaged worldwide not only by its falsely justified pre-emptive war in Iraq and its human rights abuses in the Abu Ghraib, Guantanamo Bay, and secret prisons abroad, but also by its long-standing unredressed civil and human rights violations.398 It cannot restore its moral authority, the framework suggests, until it recognizes and redresses the injustices.

Social Healing Through Justice also charts a potentially productive future path for the newly created Japanese Advisory Panel, government policymakers, Ainu advocates and native peoples elsewhere. In short, the Four R’s suggest that if the Ainu people and Japan’s governments and people are to heal long-standing wounds of injustice—if Japan is to begin to properly claim its commitment to human rights and democracy in the eyes of international communities—then careful future attention is needed to the demands of *recognition* (of Ainu as an indigenous people under the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and of the full range of harms of colonization) and *responsibility* (for remedying those harms in terms of land, culture, economics, and self-governance).

Just as important, successful *reconstruction* and *reparation* measures require the Japanese government to take significant collective actions to change the socioeconomic conditions of Ainu life and to repair the multifaceted harms both to the Ainu people and to Japanese society itself. This may entail accelerating the collaborative search for ancestral Ainu *iwore*

---


(communal lands linked to Ainu culture and spirituality)\textsuperscript{399} in Birutani and Shiraoi and other places with substantial Ainu populations.\textsuperscript{400} It may entail return of those ancestral communal lands as well as the restoration and return of former Ainu forest lands (now uninhabited and owned by the national government).\textsuperscript{401} Collective government, business, and private citizen action may also need to create a substantial Ainu economic development fund to foster Ainu self-development and self-reliance—as called for in the Ainu Association of Hokkaidō’s \textit{Ainu Shinpō}.\textsuperscript{402} This is the very kind of comprehensive, sustained reparatory justice envisioned two and a half decades ago by the Ainu Association and now pushed by a new young generation of Ainu advocates.\textsuperscript{403}

\begin{quote}
399. Interview with Ken’ichi Ochiai, \textit{supra} note 298. For the Ainu, the indigenous connection to land is summed up with the concept of iwore—literally “backyard.” \textit{Id.} By returning the Ainu to the land, in a sense, these specific provisions allow for economic self-sufficiency, a key to self-determination and ultimately one form of reparation to formerly-colonized indigenous peoples. This is significant, as “indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and development are entitled to just and fair redress.” Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, \textit{supra} note 136, art. 21.

One Ainu leader notes the desire of Ainu for their historical land, or backyard. [W]e want land rights. About 120 years ago the Japanese government said that Hokkaidō was a national land and they took it, suddenly. The Ainu want the land to be given back— not all the land, just where Ainu used to live. The Japanese government is scared that if they let some people have their land then they will lose the whole of Hokkaidō. But we do not want the whole of Hokkaidō. \textit{We only want those places which belonged to the Ainu.}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

400. \textit{Id.}

401. \textit{Id.}


The Ainu Shinpō constituted a comprehensive reparatory response to the harms of Japan’s northern colonization project. \textit{SIDDLE}, \textit{supra} note 23, at 181. Specifically, the legislation required: the “elimination of discrimination against the Ainu people,” Ainu Shinpō, \textit{supra} note 339, at Section 1; implementation of “a policy to guarantee seats for Ainu representatives in the National Diet and local assemblies,” \textit{id.} at Section 2; promotion of Ainu culture through education, \textit{see} id. at Section 3; encouragement of “economic independence of the Ainu” through agriculture, fishing, forestry, manufacturing and commercial, and labor policies – in essence, return of land and resources, \textit{id.} at Section 4; establishment of “Self-Reliance Fund of the Ainu People,” \textit{id.} at Section 5; and creation of consultative political bodies for Ainu policies, \textit{id.} at Section 6. Each provision reflected an Ainu view of reparatory justice. Collectively, they called for comprehensive, systemic change in Ainu life and in the relationship of indigenous Ainu to Japan’s governments and people.

403. Interview with Ken’ichi Ochiai, \textit{supra} note 298.
In the end, the Hokkaidō government may have the greatest immediate impact. Professor Ko Hasegawa aptly summarizes this. In addition to recognizing the Ainu’s collective rights to land and culture and to autonomy, he says, the Japanese governments must “address the Ainu’s strained financial condition, guarantee their intellectual property rights on traditional knowledge, set up a foundation to assist their livelihoods, introduce scholarships toward the college education of Ainu youths, and hire Ainu as local government employees.”

This is the kind of comprehensive, systemic, and sustained reconstruction that promotes psychological and spiritual health and at the same time targets social structural transformation. It is the kind of repair that engages communities, organizations, businesses, and governments. And it fosters the material change that generates the kind of resonance of “justice done” that fosters social healing—for the Ainu people and for the governments and people of Japan.

VII. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS:
REFRAMING REDRESS

While Japan and the indigenous Ainu embark on the next stage of this now world-watched healing journey, indigenous Chamorus in the American territory of Guam and aborigines in America’s neighbor Canada and ally Australia are invoking reparatory justice remedies rooted in human rights. In the United States, African Americans’ stalled reparations claims may get kick-started with President Obama in the White House and an increased Democratic Party majority in Congress. Indeed, House Judiciary Chair John Conyers has been waiting since 1989 to hold hearings on his bill for an African American slavery study commission (patterned after the Japanese American internment study commission). The United States Congress recently passed legislation conferring benefits to Filipino World War II veterans and is also considering Japanese Latin

American reparations claims. Native American land claims persist. And Native Hawaiian redress claims against the United States and the State of Hawai‘i are enlivened by formal government commitments to reconciliation. These reparatory justice claims are merging at a time when the United States’ stature as a democracy committed to human rights is badly damaged and itself in need of repair.

These redress initiatives and many others worldwide have been influenced in varying ways by the Civil Liberties Act of 1988. Indeed, as Japanese American redress commemorates its twentieth anniversary, the Act continues to have far-reaching impact. On an individual level, redress for former Japanese American internees was cathartic for many. This Article’s Introduction recounts a former internee woman’s emotional reaction to redress. The crushing self-doubt had lifted. The apology and reparations had “freed her soul.”

Yet, in 1998, on the Act’s tenth anniversary, Professor Yamamoto asked, what would be “the long-term societal effects of reparations—the social legacy of Japanese American redress beyond personal benefits?” It is clear that the redress movement provided political and legal insights into the breakdown of democratic checks and balances during national distress. But would societal attitudes change? Would institutions be restructured? Would Japanese American reparations serve to catalyze the redress for others?

It is now also clear that redress did indeed help open national and international eyes to the social value of government redress—whether termed reparations, reconciliation, or social healing—and that it helped galvanize new and old redress movements in established democracies, if not by providing a model then by opening the horizon to what might be possible.

In other important respects, the legacy of Japanese American Redress and its place in Asian American Legal Theory is “unfinished business.”

410. See supra Section IV.
411. See supra Introduction.
412. See generally When Sorry Isn’t Enough, supra note 9, at 240 (Japanese American redress in the U.S. stimulating movements worldwide for reparations for historic injustice).
413. See supra Introduction.
415. Id. Professor Yamamoto predicted that the legacy of redress would likely turn on how the Japanese American community “engages across Asian ethnic lines” and embraces the efforts of many others to repair the lasting harms of government injustice—in the United States and indeed throughout the world. Yamamoto, Beyond Redress, supra note 7, at 134.
416. See supra Section II.B.
417. Yamamoto, Beyond Redress, supra note 7, at 131, 134; Yamamoto, Racial Reparations, supra note 7, at 478.
Two views of redress collide. From one vantage point, redress for former internees shows that wrongs against a racial group in the United States can be made right. Indeed, redress in the form of an apology, symbolic payment, and a public education fund generated a genuine measure of healing and also enabled the United States to demonstrate a commitment to reparatory justice.\textsuperscript{418} From another perspective, political opportunism and conservative backlash have cast shadows over even the most salutary present-day redress efforts\textsuperscript{419} and, hence, over the meaning of Japanese American Redress itself. Is it possible that Japanese American redress “may further the general interests [of America] . . . and the government structure that supports it,” while creating only an “illusion of progress”?\textsuperscript{420} The post-9/11 government subversion of civil liberties under the broadly exaggerated claim of national security, particularly the religious and racial scapegoating of Arab Americans, lend some support for this view.\textsuperscript{421}

These colliding views signal the need for reassessing our understandings of redress in light of domestic and international experiences. What emerges is this: democracies deeply involved in widely varying redress initiatives need an analytical framework for redress that both guides and critiques contemporary social healing efforts. The Social Healing Through Justice framework offered here\textsuperscript{422} expands and recasts the redress dimension of Asian American Legal Theory.\textsuperscript{423} It coalesces multidisciplinary insights into group and societal healing by drawing upon American and global redress initiatives aimed at repairing the continuing harms of historic injustice. It provides insights into the ways that evolving human rights principles are remaking public understandings of the multiple dimensions of reparatory justice for systemic harms—the psychological, economic, cultural, and institutional.\textsuperscript{424}

The Social Healing Through Justice critique of United States-Native Hawaiian and Japan-Ainu redress initiatives\textsuperscript{425} sheds broader light on redress. First, it illuminates the failure of democratic governments’ efforts to repair the long-term systemic damage when those efforts focus mainly on “compensation,” without attention to the psychological, cultural, and institutional aspects of reparatory justice.\textsuperscript{426} Second, it reveals the salutary potential of social healing initiatives as well as the emptiness of insincere

\textsuperscript{418} See Yamamoto, Racial Reparations, supra note 7, at 478.
\textsuperscript{419} See supra Sections II.A and II.B.
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apologies and unfulfilled redress promises. Finally, and most broadly, the assessment of Native Hawaiian-United States reconciliation efforts and Ainu-Japan relations provides strategic insight into how a country’s geopolitical interests and concerns about perceived legitimacy as a democracy committed to human rights influence the country’s future actions on its commitment to social healing.

The stakes are high. The time is ripe to rethink reparatory justice and reframe redress.